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Abstract
As speed limits increase, the safety margin for cyclists decreases. One potential approach
to alleviate this danger is to increase the visibility and awareness of cyclists through the
use of a system that can be attached to a bicycle. A logical implementation, then, is to
create a self-powered system, incorporating a generator, distance sensor, and methods of
communicating warnings to the user and approaching cars. To improve the user
experience, a power storage system will allow the safety system to function regardless of
the user’s current speed, and an optional phone application will give the user finer control
over the system.

1. Problem Statement
1.1. Need
As the pace of human innovation has accelerated, the city commute remains as it was in
the 20th century. Environmental and space concerns have become ever more pressing, yet
one of the most readily apparent solutions to both of these problems, the bicycle, falls
short in a number of crucial ways. When night falls, a car’s headlights provide visibility,
whereas the average bicyclist will be effectively blind. A cyclist only has only their own
senses to rely on while making turns or changing lanes. This amounts to considerable
danger when considering how exposed a cyclist is. The world is constantly changing, and
bicycle safety must keep up.
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1.2. Objective
The intention is to design a system that can be installed on a bicycle that will provide
additional safety and quality of life features. This system will alert the cyclist when
potentially dangerous situations arise. Through sensors, it will be possible to monitor
approaching traffic and warn the user when vehicles get close. The system will include
multiple lights that will turn on automatically to make the rider more visible to others.
The system will also gather data to provide live statistics to the rider, such as distance
traveled, average speed, top speed, etc.
1.3. Background
Bicycles are left as an afterthought in the transportation industry. Few cities have
dedicated bike lanes or bike paths, meaning most cities require cyclists to ride on the
streets, and trust that automobile drivers will follow the 3-foot distance law (Ohio Rev.
Code § 4511.27(A)(1) 2021). Yet, with bicycle deaths via collision with motor vehicles
increasing 36% since 2010, these laws are insufficient (Fatality Facts 2019: Bicyclists,
2021). In 2019, 843 bicyclists died from motor vehicle related incidents, with over 28%
of those deaths occurring between 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. These statistics are representative of
deaths resulting due to lack of visibility, and the limited capacity of the cyclists’ senses.
This suggests these deaths may have been preventable. (JA, DB, JB, NL)
There are a number of current offerings for a smart bike that include features to
improve user safety and ride experience. The Calamus Ultrabike: ONE-75, for example,
which has such features as blindspot monitoring, handlebar turn signals, and a
fingerprint-locked interface. (Calamus Ultrabike: ONE-75, 2021) Another example is the
9
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Cannondale Mavaro Neo 1, which features blindspot monitoring as well as an automated
light system. (Cannondale Mavaro Neo 1, 2021) There are two specific features that
separate S.B.A.M.S. from these offerings. The two pre-existing offerings are E-Bikes,
which mean the energy stored on the bike is mainly used for propulsion as well as
powering the onboard devices. Another major difference is that both the Maravro Neo 1
and Ultrabike: ONE-75 are standalone offerings and are not an add-on to a pre-existing
bike. (DB, NL)
At an even more basic level, the total integration of the bicycle with its intelligent
systems means an increase in price over an unmodified bicycle; this means a greater
initial price, which discourages new cyclists. Likewise, long-time cyclists will likely
already own a bicycle, which deters them from purchasing another. Both of these factors
lead to lower access to enhanced safety features. A system that can be installed on an
existing bicycle avoids these issues, meaning it can be implemented by wider audiences
at a faster pace, averting a greater number of casualties. (JB, NL)
While these bicycles implement many features, one of their limitations is the need
to charge them. The Mavaro Neo 1 advertises a 90-mile (146 km) range on a full battery,
while the Ultrabike: One-75 exhibits a 50-mile (80 km) range at full battery. In order to
eliminate the need to charge, the SBAMS will incorporate a generator to provide its
onboard power. There are a limited number of generator types that can be used to provide
this power such as a three-phase brushless motor, or a stepper motor. (JA)
The primary advantage of using a brushless motor is that the stator and windings
are in a fixed position, reducing the rotational mass and in turn the acceleration drag. The
Kv of the brushless motor is the parameter that defines the RPM output per volt. One
10
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downside of a brushless motor is that without a custom Kv, the motor may not output an
usable voltage unless it is spun very quickly. This disadvantage can be resolved by
custom winding a motor into a low Kv configuration. (JA)
A stepper motor differentiates itself from a brushless motor with its ability to
generate a high voltage at a considerably lower speed. Testing must be conducted to
confirm which motor works best for the SBAMS, and which motor will be more
desirable for the charging circuit. Both of these motors output a sinusoidal AC voltage
that must be rectified and smoothed in order to enable battery charging and device power.
The excess generated energy will be stored in a battery pack to provide power when the
bike is at rest. With this combination of a generator and battery, the need for charging will
be eliminated (Bouallaga, Bernard, & Goyet, 2007). (JA)
Voltage regulation can be used to provide a system with a stable voltage when the
input voltage is at a different potential. To power a system with a stable voltage In
general there are two types of voltage regulators, boost (step-up), and buck (step-down)
regulators. A boost regulator steps up a voltage to a set voltage that is higher than the
voltage that is being applied to the regulator while a buck regulator steps down to a lower
set voltage than the input voltage. In general, voltage regulators regulate the output
voltage by very quickly switching on and off an inductor and capacitor and the rapid
charging and discharging of the capacitor and inductor as a pair is what produces the
desired output voltage. To make sure that the output voltage is stable under a wide range
of loads, voltage regulators use multiple current and voltage monitors to adjust the
switching to keep the voltage stable. Both types of regulators function very similarly and
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only differ in the timing of how the inductor and capacitor pair is switched on and off.
(DB)
At the center of any smart system is a suitable processor. For an embedded system
dealing with real-time requirements, a PIC (Peripheral Interface controller)
microprocessor functions appropriately. Devices using this architecture see widespread
use for their relatively low power usage while maintaining rapid processing speed and
adequate computational power. A processor like the PIC24FJ128GA010, for example,
lists 100 I/O ports, which, even accounting the fact that many interfaces require multiple
ports, still provides ample options when considering the number of unique subsystems
the processor will need to interface between (MICROCHIP [Microchip Technology]).
(JB, NL)
While the external design of the existing and proposed systems may vary
significantly, there is a great deal in common between the processor requirements. The
processor must be able to interact with many sensors at once, detect appropriate alerts
and responses, and perform them in real time. For the SBAMS, the primary processing
tasks are: blindspot monitoring, and communicating processed data to the user. Existing
offerings may include such features as GPS integration and anti-theft systems. These
additional tasks require a more powerful processor and, therefore, imply more expensive
minimum system requirements. (JB)
When it comes to a user interface, functionality and ease of use are the main
characteristics that determine quality experience with SBAMS. Using the right
touchscreen technology can vastly improve the functionality of a system. It is important
to choose the right touchscreen technology to ensure a smooth user experience. The
12
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Ultrabike: ONE-75 uses a capacitive touchscreen to allow the rider to interface with their
system, while the Mavaro Neo 1 does not implement touch screen at all, instead using a
separate array of buttons to navigate the user interface. (DB)
The SBAMS may make use of a touchscreen to allow the rider to interact with the
system. The two most common types of touchscreen technologies to choose from are
capacitive and resistive. A capacitive touchscreen usually has better touch accuracy,
screen clarity, and is capable of multitouch (Hsu, 2009). Meanwhile, resistive
touchscreens are less expensive, easier to implement, and are compatible with gloved
fingers. (DB)
This brings up one of the major drawbacks of capacitive touchscreens: they can
only be interacted with using an ungloved finger, or a specially designed glove or stylus.
Furthermore, the screen does not operate well in wet environments. These limitations
become especially apparent when using one of these screens while wearing gloves, or
while there are water droplets on the screen; the results are erroneous or unreceived
inputs. Since capacitive touchscreens have glaring disadvantages in an outdoor setting,
we will be using physical buttons like the NEO to allow the user to interact with our
system. It allows interaction in any type of weather and doesn’t restrict the user in what
type of gloves they can use. Switches are also very diverse and available so finding a
switch that will last the lifetime of the system is low cost while realistically attainable.
(DB)
The Mavaro Neo 1 and the Ultrabike: ONE-75 both include a rear-facing blind
spot monitoring system. Blind spot monitoring requires a sensor that’s capable of
measuring an oncoming object's distance and speed. There are a few different sensors that
13
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are capable of accurately measuring distances, but for this application they must be able
to detect over a long range. Doppler radar, LIDAR and Ultrasonic sensors are all capable
of measuring distances over 30 feet. (JA)
Doppler radar works by sending out a 20-30 GHz microwave pulse, and then
monitoring the return time as well as the frequency shift of the response. LIDAR works
by measuring the time it takes for a laser pulse to bounce off of an object and return.
Ultrasonic sensors determine distance by detecting the time it takes for a high frequency
sound wave to return. After multiple measurements, the signal processor is able to use a
tracking algorithm that determines the presence of an object and its relation to the vehicle
(Farmer, 1998). This information allows for determination of the TTC (time to collision),
allowing the system to notify the presence of a car (Ruan, Liu, Huang, & Wang, 2020).
This information will allow the SBAM to alert the rider of a rearward approaching car,
increasing the factor of safety. (JA)
A cyclist’s safety can be improved by augmenting their limited senses using
external sensors. The SBAMS will use headlights and tail lights to ensure that the bicycle
is visible to other vehicles. A LIDAR system will be implemented to alert the rider of
approaching vehicles from distances up to 40 meters away. The system will also
incorporate features that will improve the rider's quality of life, such as the ability to
check their ride statistics on an integrated screen, or through a bluetooth application on
their phone. The power management system will incorporate a generator powered by the
rider's own pedaling, which will keep the system functional with little to no external
charging. By incorporating this technological system, the bicycle can finally catch up to
the 21st century standard. (JA, DB, JB, NL)
14
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1.4. Marketing Requirements
1. The system will be able to detect moving objects approaching from behind.
2. The system will generate its own energy from bike movement.
3. The system will exert minimal load on the rider.
4. The system will display ride information to the user.
5. The system will process sensor inputs efficiently.

2. Engineering Analysis
2.1. Circuits
The generator rectification circuit will be the starting point of our circuitry. This will be
responsible for converting the 3 phase AC power that was generated from the bike’s
movement and converting it to DC power. After it is converted to a DC voltage, it will be
filtered with capacitors to minimize the and then passed on to the regulation circuitry to
feed the 5V and 3.3v busses. Those two voltage buses will go on to power the rest of the
system downstream. (JA)
Table 1: Power Requirements of Different Subsystem (DB)
Subsystem

Est. Power Draw

Microprocessor

1.5W

Lights

~10W

USB Chg

5W

R.O.D.

7.5W

Energy Storage

10W
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Total

34W

Table 1 above shows the calculated power draw of each subsystem in the SBAMS
system. The microprocessor runs off of 3.3 Volts with a rated max current of 450
milliamps which calculates to an estimated power of 1.5 Watts. The USB port supplies 1
Amp at 5 Volts which will pull 5 watts of power from the system. The battery will need
to be charged at 2 amps to allow moderate charge times. The charger will be taking 5
volts to charge the battery and at max charge rate it will pull 10 watts from the generator.
The led’s will require a maximum current of 2 Amps at 5 Volts which will enable the use
of 40 individual LED diodes for all angle visibility. In total, the system must be capable
of handling a continuous power draw of 35 Watts to allow safe and stable operation. (DB)
2.2. Electronics
When looking into the different sensors that would enable rear traffic detection, each type
of sensor presents itself with advantages and disadvantages.There are three distance
sensors that would be capable of detecting rear approaching traffic. The main
specifications of these sensors are the measurements per second in Hz, and the range of
detection in feet. Ultrasonic sensors use high frequency sound waves to determine the
distance of an object. The ultrasonic sensors researched were capable of a 5-10 Hz
response rate, and a 32 foot detection range. The second sensor that was researched was a
radar sensor, which operates in the mid 20GHz Range. Radar has approximately the same
range as ultrasonic sensors at 32 feet, but the radar modules found refresh at a maximum
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of 3 Hz. The last sensor that was evaluated was LIDAR, which operates with up to a
1000 Hz Refresh rate while being capable of measuring objects up to 130 feet away. (JA)
To interpret the differences of these three sensors their effective range is shown below in
Figure 1. The chart below displays the time it will take for a car to pass at different
speeds, with the x-axis displaying the distance. The dotted line on the left represents the
viewing distance of radar and ultrasonic sensors, while the red dotted line on the right is
of the LIDAR. From this chart, the only sensor capable of giving a 2 second warning of
an approaching vehicle is a LIDAR sensor. (JA)

Figure 1: Time Until Passing at Different Speeds and Sensor Abilities, Plotted in
MATLAB. (JA)
A PIC microcontroller will be used to interpret all of the inputs as well as output useful
information to the cyclist. In order to power this microcontroller, the power must be
17
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stepped down to usable voltages of 5v and 3.3v. These voltages will be generated by
Buck converter IC’s. Boost and buck converters are power management chips that use
high speed switching to regulate to a desired or preset voltage. Alternatively, there are
linear regulators that accomplish the same thing by using integrated BJTs and op-amps,
but are much less efficient due to them essentially working as a resistor to burn the
unwanted voltage across the chip. A lithium ion battery will be charged by a battery
charging IC to store the excess energy produced by the generator. The battery charger
works by supplying a constant current to a lithium cell until it reaches a certain voltage
(normally 4.2V for Li-ion) and then changes to constant voltage charging until the current
draw of the battery lowers to a preset point. The battery is then fully charged, and the
charger disconnects itself from the battery. The charger will continuously monitor the
voltage of the battery waiting for it to dip below full charge to begin the charging process
again. (DB)
This project requires an accurate speed measurement of the bicycle so that it can
accurately determine the time to collision. The most conducive way to do this is by using
an external IC that alleviates as much microcontroller resources as possible. Texas
Instruments makes an integrated circuit that can do this, the LM2907. This IC converts a
frequency measurement’s zero crossings to a voltage that can be read with an analog
input. The frequency input is generated by using a small inductive sensor that sits by the
outer rotor of the generator. The generator has 14 magnets that in turn cause 14 zero
crossings per rpm. From this minimal processing converts this into revolution per minute
as well as bicycle speed. (JA)

18
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2.3. Signal Processing
In order to obtain useful information from LIDAR, the raw distances measured, angular
position, and time of measurement must be transformed into a time-to-collision. The
distances of objects at different angles will be compared over multiple cycles in order to
determine their speed. Once speed is determined, time to collision can be calculated by
dividing the differential of distance over the differential of time between those
measurements. The side of collision will also be calculated; this will be done by
multiplying the measured distance by the cosine of the angle of LIDAR. After these
calculations, current distance, angle, time, and side of collision will be stored until the
next cycle. (NL)
Due to excessive noise in the linear hall effect sensor, the TTC warning approach was
forgone for a three-tiered proximity based warning system. This proximity based
approach still monitors approaching vehicles over several cycles, but does not incorporate
a TTC component, as accurate angle mapping on the integrated system was not possible.
(NL)
2.4. Communications
As the user’s phone will be used as an I/O device, it must have some means of
communicating with the system. A wired connection is unfeasible due to the physical
realities of the system. Either the wired connection would have to rely on the phone being
in a single location (E.G. mounted on the handlebars) which would be restrictive to the
user, or there would be a requirement to have at least one loose wire, which could
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potentially become tangled in the wheels, damaging the system. Thus, the system must
communicate wirelessly with the user’s phone. (JB)
Bluetooth Low Energy fills this requirement efficiently. The maximum transmission
power is only 100mW, while the minimum transmission power is as low as .01mW. This
minimum power consumption is particularly promising, as the system will only need to
function at ranges of approximately 10 feet or less, while even 1% of maximum
transmission power can reach 100 meters (under ideal conditions). Even when interfacing
with a phone, which generally lowers performance, the maximum range is still 50 meters.
This means that even 10% of optimal performance will be more than sufficient for the
purposes of the system. (JB)
2.5. Electromechanics
The practicality of making the system self-sufficient was determined by whether or not it
is possible to harness energy without negatively impacting their experience. The power
output of a 200-pound cyclist traveling on two different surfaces is displayed below in
Figure 2. This plot shows the power output required on a flat surface and on a 5% grade.
Hill Grade is determined by its slope, with a 5% grade being a 5 foot rise over a 100 foot
run. The plot shows that the system will not increase the rider’s load more than if they
were to travel a few miles per hour faster, or ride up a shallow grade hill. (JA)

20
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Figure 2: Power Generated at Different Cycling Speeds, Plotted in MATLAB. (JA)

One of the main electromechanical systems of this project is generating power from the
cyclist's kinetic energy. The objective of this system is to capture energy from the bike's
motion and utilize it to power the device. Figure 3 displays that a 35 Watt load added to
the cyclist is not as detrimental as riding up a 5% grade hill. This plot uses the same
output requirements on flat surfaces and 5% grade while adding the 35 watts required by
the system. (JA)

21
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Figure 3: Power Required to Cycle with SBAMS 35W load, Plotted in MATLAB. (JA)

In order to turn this power into electrical energy, it must be captured using a generator.
This will be done by using a three phase brushless motor, selected because of its high
power density and ease of customization. A brushless motor's output voltage is
determined by its Kv specification, with Kv being the volts per motor RPM. The motor's
Kv must be chosen to ensure that the system generates a usable voltage at a low speed,
but won't overvolt the system at a maximum speed. This analysis is shown below in
Figure 4. This plot displays the voltage generated by an unloaded brushless motor
directly coupled to a 1.5 inch wheel spinning from the rear bicycle wheel. This displays
that if the Kv is too high, the motor will require a higher speed to output usable voltage.
22
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On the other hand, if the motor Kv is too low it will overvolt the rectification circuit,
which will destroy the system. (JA)

Figure 4: Generator Kv Effect on Voltage Generation, Plotted in Matlab. (JA)
Following this, was real world testing to determine the voltage drop under load of a
generator, and also to determine if a generator can provide the required power for our
system. The generator was tested by coupling it directly to a brushless motor that can spin
at a constant velocity. The output of the generator was connected to a three phase
rectification circuit that used an array of 6 diodes to realize the DC voltage. This DC
voltage was connected to a 4 ohm resistor to simulate a load on the system. When
monitoring the current motor speed, and the voltage generated under load and unloaded,
we created Figure 5. The measured voltage and currents were then used to determine the
power output of the system, which is plotted in Figure 6. This plot displays that the
23
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voltage drop under load is fairly consistent, with it topping out at abot 1.4v when
generating 26 watts. (JA)

Figure 5: Generator Output Unloaded and Loaded With a 4 Ohm Load. (JA)
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Figure 6: Power Generated Under Load (Top)
Voltage Drop Under Load (Bottom). (JA)
A second electromechanical system will rotate the LIDAR sensor in order to scan behind
the cyclist. The LIDAR works by sending out a laser beam and measuring the time it
takes to return. From this time differential it is able to determine the distance of the
object. The problem with this sensor is that it is a very narrow beam, so in order to detect
more than one location the sensor must be rotated or oscillated at a constant speed. While
this sensor is rotating, it also must record the angle so that the microprocessor knows
where the distance points were taken. This will be accomplished by mounting the LIDAR
on a rotating assembly, while constantly monitoring the measured distances and angular
position of the sensor. (JA)
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2.6. Embedded Systems
The PIC microcontroller will communicate with the LIDAR module over a 400 kHz bus
using I2C protocol. The protocol for acquiring and reading a measurement from the
LIDAR module operates as follows. The master (PIC) initiates a start condition; it pulls
the SDA line low while SCL is high. Next, it sends the 7-bit LIDAR address with a zero
bit at the end (0xC4) to indicate an initial write request (a write request is the initial stage
for both read and write operations) followed by an ACK (acknowledge). An ACK is sent
after every write. Next, the master sends the address of the first control register to be
accessed with a zero bit at the end (to write). The first control register accessed will be
device command (0x00). If a non-zero value is written to any of the first 7 bits in device
command, a distance measurement will be taken (0x04 is used). A stop condition follows
writing to the device command. The stop condition consists of the master pulling SDA
high after a low to high transition on SCL. (NL)
Once a distance measurement is performed, the master is able to extract said
measurement from the LIDAR module. To do so, the master first initiates a start
condition. Then, it sends the address of the LIDAR with a write bit (0xC4). Next, the
master sends the address of the high byte control register with the high bit set to enable
auto-incrementing (0x8f). After the high byte control register is sent, the master will
initiate a stop condition followed by a start condition. The master will then send the
address of the LIDAR module with the read bit set (0xC5). Lastly, the master performs
two read operations; the first will hold the high byte of information and the second will
hold the low byte (measurements are taken in cm). The master sends an ACK for the first
byte at the end of receiving it, and can optionally send a NACK for the second byte of
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information. The master should not ACK the last byte of information. Once the
measurement is read, the master initiates a stop condition. (NL)
I2C communication between the PIC and LIDAR was analyzed using an Analog
Discovery 2, and a period of 518.8 μs was observed as shown in Figure 7. When operated
at 500 Hz, communication between the PIC and LIDAR will occupy 25.94% of available
computational time. Further, additional calculations must be performed in order to
transform the obtained distance values into usable information. Every time a
measurement is taken, the time of detection and the angle of the LIDAR module must be
stored; these values are needed in order to calculate the speed of approaching vehicles.
Additionally, the two bytes of distance measurement must be combined and multiplied by
1000 to acquire a distance in meters. Lastly, a division must occur between the
differential of distance and time between measurements to obtain speed values. The PIC
microcontroller can easily accomplish these operations in acceptable time. The PIC is
capable of completing memory reads and writes in a single cycle. Furthermore, it
contains a high-speed 17-bit by 17-bit hardware multiplier that allows for multiply
instructions to be completed in a single cycle. Divisions take by far the longest or the
arithmetic operations, requiring 19 cycles per operation. Suppose that 10 divisions were
required per LIDAR measurement, a great excess in comparison to the requirements of
our system. Those divisions would require 1,900 cycles to complete per measurement.
Operated at 500 Hz, this would require 5.9375% of the PIC’s available computational
time. Given that the LIDAR is the great majority of system resource requirements, a 32%
PIC utilization makes this microcontroller adequate for the system implementation. (NL)
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Figure 7: Logic Analyzer Output of LIDAR I2C Communications. (NL)
2.7. Controls
There are three control systems in the SBAMS; the first is the safety lighting system, the
second is the warning lighting system, and the third is the warning sound system.
The safety lighting system includes the headlights, tail lights, brake lights, and turn
signals. They can be represented as a simple binary value, between active and inactive. If
a subsystem is active, it will follow an ongoing routine. For the headlights and tail lights,
as well as the brake signal, this routine is a constant ‘on’ value. An active turn light,
meanwhile, will oscillate at a human-visible rate between off and on, while active. (JB)
Whether a safety light subsystem is active depends upon a set of user interface inputs.
The headlights will always be on, and they will have high beams which are controlled
manually by switch activation, this will allow the user to have complete control of the
headlights. The tail lights will activate when the user presses down on the brake. Finally,
the blinkers will be controlled via a two position switch which allows the rider to signal
either left or right directionals. (DB, NL)
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The warning system for light and sound are tied to the rear detection system. They take in
the distances of potential threats, and the side on which the potential collision has been
detected, and generate a pattern of output which increases in intensity as the time to
collision decreases; this may take the form of rapid on-off pulses, which to a user will
take the form of urgent beeps and flashes. (JB)

3. Engineering Requirements Specification
Table 2: Engineering Requirements Specification
Marketing
Requirement(s)

Engineering
Requirements

Justification

(1)

The system will be
capable of detecting
objects at a range of 40
meters.

This will give the system and
user a combined minimum of 2
seconds to respond for any object
approaching at 30 miles per hour
or less.

(2)

The system will use a
generator coupled to the
user’s rear wheel to
generate energy

The rear wheel is always
spinning when the bike is in
motion, making it a reliable
energy source.

(2)

The system will be able
to generate at least 35
watts between 10-35
miles per hour.

This will make it so the system
will be self-sufficient and not
require external charging.

(4)

The system will output
ride statistics to the rider,
such as distance traveled,
calories burned, and
current speed.

These statistics will be attainable
using wheel speed, which can be
directly obtained from the
generator.

(4)

The system will use an
application on the user’s
phone for long-term
statistical display.

The increased portability and
storage capacity of a smartphone
will allow a user significantly
increased convenience in
viewing their trip statistics.
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(3)

The system will have no
more than 35 Watts of
power pulled from the
wheel of the bicycle.

This makes sure that the rider is
put under minimal load where
the lower the load the more ideal.

(5)

The system will be
capable of processing
sensor inputs at a rate of
500 samples per second.

With the system watching
multiple angles, a rapid
processing rate is critical.

4. Engineering Standards Specification
4.1. Safety
The system will prevent the runaway of the lithium-ion battery by monitoring the voltage
while charging and discharging. The system will remedy the situation by removing the
battery from the circuit if a dangerous situation occurs. When lithium-ion batteries drop
below 2.5v they lose capacity and are permanently damaged. If they charge above 4.2v
they become a fire hazard, and suffer degradation. The charger IC has built in protection
for overcharging, and monitors the temperature of the lithium cell to make sure that all
aspects of the battery are monitored. To protect the battery from over discharging, the
microcontroller will monitor the battery voltage via an analog to digital converter. (DB,
JA)
4.2. Communication
For the purposes of secondary I/O, the system will be capable of communicating with an
application on a user’s phone, using the Bluetooth LE standard of wireless
communication. The maximum Tx Power of 100 mW (20dBm) will minimize impact on
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the system’s power resources, while the Rx sensitivity of less than -70dBm will allow for
reliable communication at the distances required. (JB)
4.3. Design Methods
The required hardware of this project will be developed in CAD using Rhino 7 and then
realized through 3D printing and CNC machining. The circuit boards will be designed in
electronic schematic software and then the layout will be determined on the necessary
board development software (EAGLE,Multisim,LTspice). The circuit boards will be
hand populated utilizing surface mount and through hole components and hand soldered.
(JA)
4.4. Programming Languages
The processing unit of the system will be programmed using the C programming
language, due to the rapid nature of the processing required, and the comparative lack of
advanced I/O. The application on the user’s phone, meanwhile, will be coded in Java (or
the Java-adjacent language Kotlin), due to the increased emphasis on a Graphical User
Interface, which IDEs such as Android studio are designed to support. (JB)
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5. Accepted Technical Design
5.1. Hardware Design:
5.1.1: Level 0

Figure 8: Level 0 Hardware Diagram
Table 3: Functional requirements table for the level zero block diagram.
Module

Smart Bike Aftermarket System (SBAMS)

Designers

John Albrecht, Dawson Beachy, Jack Bullock, Noah Lamadanie

Inputs

Wheel torque
User directional input
Objects in the environment

Outputs

Visual User interface
Indicator lights and Headlights
5V 1 amp USB charging
Blind spot audio cues

Description

The System takes energy from the rear wheel of the bike and supplies
energy to the lights, safety devices, and the USB device to be charged.
The user also sends inputs to the system which controls the indicator
and brake light.
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5.1.2: Level 1

Figure 9: Level 1 Hardware Diagram. (DB)
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5.1.3: Level 2

Figure 10: Hardware Level 2 diagram. (DB)
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Table 4: Functional requirements table for the Level 1 & 2 Diagrams
Module

Designer

Generator

John Albrecht

Inputs
●

Outputs
Wheel
Torque

●
●

Specifications
0-40V AC
Speed
Data

●
●
●

Rectification &
Regulation

Dawson Beachy

●
●

0-40V
AC
Power
Enable

●
●
●

5 Volt DC
3.3 Volt
DC
Voltage
Monitor

●
●
●
●

Battery Management

Dawson Beachy

●
●
●

5 Volts
Charge
Enable
Battery
Protect

●
●

5 Volts
Voltage
Monitor

●
●

Output
0-40V
AC range
Speed
input of
0-35 mph
Output 35
Watts
Rectify
AC to DC
5-40V
input
range
80%+
efficiency
Supply 5v
and 3.3v
Charge
rate of 2+
amps
5 Volt
Input

USB Charging

John Albrecht
&
Dawson Beachy

●
●

5 Volts
Port
Enable

●

5 Volts

●
●

5 Volt
1 amp
charging

LIDAR

John Albrecht

●
●

5 Volts
Object
Position

●

Position
Data
Rotation
Data

●
●

>500Hz
Communi
cate over
I2C
40 Meter
Detection
Range

●

●

Lighting

John Albrecht
&
Dawson Beachy

●
●

5 Volts
LED
Enable
signals
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Jack Bullock
&
Noah Lamadanie
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●
●

5 Volts
Display
Info

●

Graphical
Interface

●
●

Capable
of display
ride data
Visible in
direct
sunlight

Bluetooth
Communication

Jack Bullock

●

5 Volts

●

Wireless
Data

●

Transmit
ride data
to a
mobile
phone

Microprocessor

Noah Lamadanie

●

3.3 Volts

●

Power
Enable
Charge
Enable
Battery
Protect
Port
Enable
LED
Enable
signals
Display
Info

●

Process
all inputs
efficiently
and
effectivel
y

●
●
●
●
●

5.1.4 Schematics
The speed of the bicycle is determined by the rotational speed of the generator. The
generator is directly coupled to the back wheel so it will always yield an accurate
measurement of surface speed regardless of tire size. Speed is detected by using an
inductive pickup that senses the magnetic field change of the generator as it spins. The
generator is a three phase brushless motor that has an outer rotor containing fourteen
magnets, which causes the inductor to produce a sine wave with fourteen x-axis crossings
per rpm. This output wave is connected to a LM2907 frequency to voltage converter
which enables the PIC microcontroller to determine the speed from the rotation of the
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generator. The schematic for this circuit is shown below in Figure 11. The PCB for this
schematic is shown in Figure 12 and the finalized subsystem is shown in Figure 13.(JA)

Figure 11: Frequency to Voltage LM2907 Schematic, Created in EAGLE. (JA)

Figure 12: Frequency to Voltage LM2907 Layout. (JA)
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Figure 13: Frequency to Voltage LM2907 Subsystem Implementation. (JA)
In this schematic, the LM2907 is connected to an inductive coil that is mounted above the
generator rotor. This coil is connected to ground and the other end is connected to the
TACH + pin as well as the C21 capacitor to eliminate noise. This circuit then uses
calculated passive components, R9, C19, and C20 to set the frequency to voltage
relationship. After this the IC outputs the analog voltage through R10 to the
microcontroller for interpretation. (JA)
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Figure 14: Voltage Rectification Schematic, Created in EAGLE. (JA)

Figure 15: 3 Phase Rectification Board Layout. (JA)
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Figure 16: 3 Phase Rectification Subsystem Implementation. (JA)
Since this project utilizes a three phase brushless motor that generates an AC voltage
when spun. This ac voltage must be rectified before it can be used which is shown above
in Figure 14. This circuit uses six diodes to rectify each phase and then a 1000uF
capacitor was used on the output to smooth out the voltage ripple. The PCB designed to
implement this circuit is shown above as Figure 15 and the final implementation of this
subsystem is shown in Figure 16. (JA)
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Figure 17: Turn Signal Schematic, Created in EAGLE. (JA)

Figure 18: Turn Signal Board Layout. (JA)
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Figure 19: Tail Light Schematic, Created in EAGLE. (JA)

Figure 20: Tail Light Board Layout. (JA)
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Figure 21: Headlight and Turn Signal Controller Schematic, Created in EAGLE. (JA)

Figure 22: Headlight and Turn Signal Controller Board Layout. (JA)
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Figure 23: Headlight and Front Turn Signal Subsystem Implementation. (JA)

Figure 24: Tail light and Rear Turn Signal Subsystem Implementation. (JA)
In order to implement lights and turn signals for the bicycle there needed to be circuits for
the headlight, taillight and all of the turn signals. Figure 17 above displays the schematic
for the turn signals which each use 6 amber LEDs. The PCB implementation of this
schematic is shown in Figure 18. The brake light and tail light circuit shown in Figure 19
uses 12 red LEDs with 6 always on and the other 6 turning on when the brake lever is
pulled. The circuit board implementation is shown in figure 20. The next schematic
shown in Figure 21 displays the headlight which uses 8 white LEDs for the running lights
and 12 more LEDs that turn on when activated. This headlight schematic also contains a
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555 timer which is used to control the turn signals and the implementation of this
schematic is shown in Figure 22. The timer circuit is always powered and an external
switch is what determines if the left side signals or the right side signals turn on. The
finalized and installed subsystems for these circuits are shown in Figures 23 and 24. (JA)

Figure 25: Variable Rate Battery Charging Circuit , Created in EAGLE. (JA)
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Figure 26: Variable Rate Battery Charging Board Layout. (JA)

Figure 27: Variable Rate Battery Charging Subsystem Implementation. (JA)
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In order to charge the battery in the system we needed to design a circuit that would allow
our microcontroller to determine charge rate based on the generated power. This was
done by designing a parallel charging circuit using three TP4056 modules as shown in the
schematic in Figure 25. These circuits were set up so one module would charge at 0.5
smps and the other two would charge at 1 amp so the controller could set the charge at
0.5 amp increments. This circuit also has orange output LEDs which show which circuit
is charging and blue LEDs to display when the battery is fully charged. The TP4056
works to manage the battery because it automatically terminates the charge when the
battery is full and charges with the cc/cv charging method. The printed circuit board
designed for this schematic is shown in Figure 26 and the final working implementation
is shown in Figure 27. (JA)

Figure 28:Rectification and Regulation schematic, created in Eagle. (DB)
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Figure 29: Rectification and Regulation PCB layout. (DB)
In this Schematic seen in figure 28 the three-Phase AC is rectified by the three-phase
bridge rectifier. The output DC voltage is then filtered by a capacitor and then sent
though the LM5085 to regulate the voltage down to 5 volts. That 5 volts is then used by
the charging circuitry and the 3.3 volt regulator. The 3.3 volt regulator takes the 5 volts
and steps it down to 3.3 volts in which it supplies all cmos level devices and the pic
microcontroller. (DB)
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Figure 30: Battery Management and 5 Volt boost converter subsystem. (DB)

Figure 31: PCB layout of Battery Management and Boost circuit. (DB)
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In this schematic diagram seen in figure 30, the battery charging chip is being
supplied with 5 volts from the buck regulator in figure 12. The charge chip is then
connected to and maintains a 18650 Lithium-Ion battery and the 5 volt boost regulator.
Based on the voltage generated by the generator the microcontroller will control the
enabling charge and changing charge rates of the charge chip also while only enabling the
boost regulator whenever the supply voltage gets too low to sustain the system. The top
six pin header is where the 5 volts is supplied to this circuit and where this circuit
supplies the 5 volts. The bottom six pin header is where all the control and ADC signals
are being connected to the rest of the system and PIC24. Though there were problems
implementing this charge controller and so a different charge controller setup was used as
an add-in replacement as seen in the schematic in Figure 25.
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Figure 32: Schematic of PIC24 Microcontroller breakout board. (DB)
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Figure 33: PCB Layout of the PIC24 schematic. (DB)
This Schematic seen in Figure 32 is of the PIC24 Microcontroller circuit. This
schematic is where the whole system is monitored and controlled. Each subsystem of
SBAMS has its own dedicated pin header and any power intensive control switching is
controlled by a simple 2N2222 transistor connected to a dedicated digital pin. This
schematic also steps down both high voltage analog inputs via their own dedicated
voltage divider to step down the voltage to allow it to be safely read in by the 10 bit ADC
on the PIC24 which has a max reading voltage of 3.3V. The PIC microcontroller circuit
also routes the two I2C busses to their respective pin headers with included pull up
resistors as close as possible to the microcontroller pins. (DB)
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5.2. Software Design
5.2.1: Level 1 Primary I/O Subsystem

Figure 34: Primary I/O Level 1 Diagram. (JB)
Table 5: Functional requirements table for Level 1 Primary I/O (JB)
Module

Primary I/O

Designer

-

Jack Bullock

Inputs

-

Processed Data: Wheel rotation information, Collision Danger Information,
Side of Collision
Secondary I/O Settings: Which subsets of converted data should be
available for display

Outputs

-

Description

-

User Warnings: Sound and Light warnings that scale with the urgency of the
warning.
Visual Statistics: Calculated values, displayed with appropriate units to the
user
Takes in processed data from Data Processing, and outputs appropriate
warning settings, as well as statistics to the user. The statistics will be
displayed textually to the user on a screen mounted on the handlebars. The
warnings will be generated using a mounted speaker and lighting system.

5.2.2: Level 1 Secondary I/O Subsystem

Figure 35: Secondary I/O Level 1 Diagram. (JB)
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Table 6: Functional requirements table for Level 1 Secondary I/O (JB)
Module

Secondary I/O

Designer

-

Jack Bullock

Inputs

-

Processed Data: Assorted recorded data entries generated by the system’s
sensors.
User Button Presses: Requests to switch between display options, or to
change settings for other systems

Outputs

-

Description

-

Visual Data: Tabulated trip and historical data, stored and displayed to the
user for review at their discretion.
Settings: Data sent back to the main system to adjust user settings, such as
outputs in Primary I/O.
Takes in similar data to Primary I/O, using a wireless connection to the
main system. Rather than immediately displaying this data to the user, it is
archived, so that a user may later review their statistics, even while away
from their bicycle. Additionally, the user may customize their Primary I/O
wirelessly, allowing them to select which statistics they wish to see.

5.2.3: Level 2 Lighting Subsystem

Figure 36: Lighting Control Diagram, Level 2. (NL)
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Table 7: Functional requirements table for the Lighting Control (NL)
Module

Lighting Control

Designer

-

Noah Lamadanie

Inputs

-

User Input: Brake application, turn signal application, bright activation

Outputs

-

Brake Lights: Enable when brakes are pressed
Headlights: On when system is running, brights activate by switch
Tail lights: On when system is running
Turn Signal: Enable when switch is enabled

Description

-

Take in user inputs and activate appropriate lights

5.2.4: Level 2 LIDAR Subsystem Flow Chart

Figure 37: LIDAR Data Flow Chart. (NL)
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Table 8: Functional requirements table for LIDAR (NL)
Module

Data Processing - LIDAR

Designer

-

Noah Lamadanie

Inputs

-

LIDAR Position Data: Recorded distances of rear-facing objects
Angle of LIDAR: The angle at which the LIDAR is currently at
Time: The time at which measurements are taken

Outputs

-

Time to Collision: Time remaining until vehicle reaches the cyclist
Side of Collision: The side at which an object was detected

Description

-

Takes in measurements from LIDAR and the current angle of LIDAR, and
calculates the time remaining until a collision.

//LIDAR Data Processing Pseudocode
//Noah Lamadanie
//Inputs:
//1. LIDAR Distance Measurement
//2. Angle of LIDAR
// For all:
// [X][0] → older data
// [X][1] → recent data
// Direct data
unsigned int lidarDistances[arr_size][2];
unsigned int lidarTimes[arr_size][2];
detection

// We need to store the distances of objects
// We need to store the times of objects

// Derived Data
int distanceDifference[arr_size];
unsigned int timerDifference[arr_size];
double lidarSpeed[arr_size];
double lidarTTC[arr_size]; //Stores calculated Time to Collision values
// This will only be executed once
// These arrays will be written over during the next rotation of LIDAR
int currentDistance; // in centimeters
double currentAngle; // angle of the LIDAR
unsigned int lastTimer;
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// keep track of what sector of our range we’re in
// range is split into arr_size different sectors
int currentSector;
int previousSector;
// Code below this point will be executed continuously
currentDistance = Distance detected;
// We must know the distance of objects
detected
currentAngle = Angle of LIDAR;
// We must know the angle of the LIDAR
lastTimer = Time of Detection;
// We must know the time that we detect the
objects
if( The LIDAR has entered a new sector ){
// we want to ensure that we map a single object to each point of the sector
if(there is only one object detected){
// shift the data into older array
lidarTimes[previousSector][0] = lidarDistances[X][1];
lidarDistances[previousSector][0] = lidarDistances[X][1];
// pull new data into array
lidarTimes[previousSector][1] = current timer value;
lidarDistances[previousSector][1] = current LIDAR measurement;
if( There was a distance of interest within our range at this angle last
cycle ){
// Derive new data
distanceDifference[previousSector] =
lidarDistance[previousSector][0] - lidarDistance[previousSector][1];
timerDifference[previousSector] = lidarTime[previousSector][1]
- lidarTime[previousSector][0];
lidarSpeed[previousSector] =
(distanceDifference[previousSector] * 10.0) / timerDifference[previousSector]; //
meters/second
lidarTTC[previousSector] = (lidarDistance[previousSector][1] *
0.01) / lidarSpeed[previousSector]; // Seconds
}
}
}
Figure 38: LIDAR Pseudocode (NL)
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5.2.5: Level 2 Primary I/O Subsystem

Figure 39: Primary I/O Level 2 Diagram. (JB)

Table 9: Functional requirements table for Primary I/O Level 2 Diagram (JB)
Module

Primary I/O

Designer

-

Jack Bullock

Inputs

-

Processed Data: Wheel rotation information, Time to collision and distance
from center of centermost point of detected approaching objects.
Secondary I/O Settings: A stored set of bits representing which statistics are
valid to be displayed. This set of bits may be updated upon receiving a
signal from Secondary I/O.
User Button Presses: Requests to switch displayed statistic

Outputs

-

Sound Warnings: A signal sent to a mounted speaker, which will increase in
a combination of volume and frequency modulation, as the detected time to
a collision decreases.
Light Warnings: A signal sent to a mounted set of lights, arranged such that
certain lights can be mapped to represent areas to the left, right, and direct
rear of the bicycle.
Visual Statistics: Using the appropriate conversion ratios, and a timer input,
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wheel position values will be converted into various statistics, such as
current speed, distance traveled, or calories burned, and displayed to the
user through a screen.
Description

-

Takes in processed data from Data Processing, and outputs appropriate
warning settings, as well as statistics to the user. The statistics will be
displayed textually to the user on a screen mounted on the handlebars. The
warnings will be generated using a mounted speaker and lighting system,
and increase in intensity as the time to an object’s potential collision
decreases, and as its direction relative to the bicycle grows closer to the
direct rear.

//Primary IO Pseudocode
//Inputs:
//Assumptions:
//1. We have a set of preloaded settings, that can be loaded from memory
//2. We can pull collision values directly from Data Processing, rather than having to
calculate them from raw values.
//'Boot up' Only runs once.
//LoadStoredValues(); (This step has been decomposed into the below ‘import’
statements.
import StatSettings;
//This should be implementable as a bit pattern, or a set of boolean values.
//E.G. bx1001 might mean 'display as km' (1), do not display calories (0), do not
display current
//speed (0), and do display total distance traveled (1).
OutputStats=createStatArray(Settings); //Likely, this array will be made of a set of
integer values corresponding to output cases.
while (true){
WaitForInput();
if (input.Type=='Warning'){
if (Danger>Threshold){
panic();
//Basis of implementation will be flashing lights,
increased noise
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//intensity (with potential use of handlebar buzzers, harder
buzzing)
}
elseif(Danger>Threshold2){ //Where threshold2 is a less dangerous threshold
//be *greater* than Tmin, as well.
OutputWarning(lower value); //Output warning takes a value
}
else{
OutputWarning(0); // Lets the warning decay.
}
}
elseif (input.Type=='StatUpdate'){
updatePersistentStats()
//missed, or guessed at when updated. Neither option is good.
updateCurrentStat()

//if this is a persistent stat, this will do nothing, as

all
//persistent stats are calculated in the previous
step.
//If this is not a persistent stat, it will calculate the current value
if (time to update screen output){
displayCurrentStats()
}
//desired stats are displayed.
}
}//Closes the ‘while(true) loop)
Figure 40: Primary I/O Pseudocode (JB)
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5.2.6: Level 2 Secondary I/O Subsystem

Figure 41: Secondary I/O Level 2 Diagram. (JB)
Table 10: Functional requirements table for Secondary I/O Level 2 Diagram (JB)
Module

Secondary I/O

Designer

-

Jack Bullock

Inputs

-

Processed Data: Arrays of processed sensor data, which can be used to
generate long-term statistics to be stored in the Secondary I/O phone
application.
User Button Presses: Requests to switch between display options, or to
change settings, both for Primary and Secondary I/O

Outputs

-

Description

-

Visual Data: Tabulated trip and all-time data, stored and displayed to the
user for review at their discretion.
Settings: A set of bit values, each of can be interpreted as a setting on the
Primary I/O system.
Takes in similar data to Primary I/O, using a wireless connection to the
main system. Rather than immediately displaying this data to the user, it is
archived, so that a user may later review their statistics, even while away
from their bicycle. Additionally, the user may customize their Primary I/O
wirelessly, allowing them to select which statistics they wish to see.

5.2.7: Primary I/O Code implementation
At level 3, Primary I/O takes the form of two separate subsystems, which were only fully
implemented in the fully integrated code, which is located in section 12.8.
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5.2.8.: Secondary I/O Code Implementation
As the Secondary I/O involves a wireless connection between the onboard computer and
the user’s phone, both sides must be accounted for.
5.2.8.1.: Secondary I/O Onboard Bluetooth Implementation
int main(void)
{
SYSTEM_Initialize();
ms_delay(20);
initU2(415);
ms_delay(20);
TRISA=0;
PORTA=0;
initButtons();
ms_delay(20);
char speed = 0;
char distance = 0;
char time = 0;
while (1)
{
if (anyPressed()){
if (getButton(1)){
speed++;
PORTA=speed;
}
else if (getButton(2)){
distance++;
PORTA=distance;
}
else if (getButton(4)){
time++;
PORTA=time;
}
else if (getButton(8)){
putU2(0x01);
ms_delay(2);
putU2(0x01);
ms_delay(2);
PORTA=0;
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}
while (anyPressed());
}
//getU2();
PORTA=0xFF;
RTS = 0;
if (U2STAbits . URXDA){
RTS = 1;
if (U2RXREG==0){
PORTA=0xFF;
putU2(0b00010000 | speed>>4);
ms_delay(2);
putU2(speed<<4 | 0);
ms_delay(2);
ms_delay(500);
putU2(0x00);
ms_delay(2);
putU2(0);
}
else{
Nop();
}
}
//return U2RXREG; // from receiving buffer
}
return 1;
}
Figure 42: C code implementation of a basic version of the system side of the bluetooth
subsystem. (JB)
5.2.8.2.: Secondary I/O User Bluetooth Application Implementation
As the Secondary I/O involves a wireless connection between the onboard computer and
the user’s phone, both sides must be accounted for.
The application code for this implementation can be found in the appendices as figure 51.
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5.2.9.: LIDAR Code Implementation
// Momentary data
int currentSector;
int previousSector;
int hallEffectRaw;
int currentDistance; // Centimeters
unsigned int lastTimer;
// Direct data
unsigned int lidarTime[arr_size][2]; //Stores time values in milliseconds at which last
reading in sector was taken
unsigned int lidarDistance[arr_size][2]; //Stores average calculated distances from
the sensor in each sector in current and previous checks
// For all, [0] is oldest data, and [1] is recent data.
// Derived Data
int distanceDifference[arr_size];
unsigned int timerDifference[arr_size];
double lidarSpeed[arr_size];
double lidarTTC[arr_size]; //Stores calculated Time to Collision values
// Volatile values that are reset after each sector
unsigned int volatileCount;
unsigned long lowestDistance = 4000; // We set this to 4000 as a reset because that's
the maximum distance we consider legitimate
unsigned long farthestDistance = 1; // We set this to 1 as a reset because that's the
minimum distance we consider legitimate
double hallEffectVoltage;
// Lidar Bucketing utilities
double lowAngle = 1.0;
double highAngle = 1.9;
double angleDiff = highAngle - lowAngle;
int countLimiter = 0;
// Warning Utilities;
int proximityThreshold1 = 300;
int proximityThreshold2 = 600;
int proximityThreshold3 = 900;
int sideDuties[2];
sideDuties[0] = 0;
sideDuties[1] = 0;
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//Loop utilities
int timer = 0;
int LIDARTicker = 0;
int warningTicker[3];
warningTicker[2] = maxWarningTime;
warningTicker[1] = maxWarningTime;
warningTicker[0] = maxWarningTime;
int secondsTicker = 0;
while (TMR1 < 256); //Keeps us on a millisecond timer
timer += TMR1 >> 8;
TMR1 = TMR1 % 256;
++LIDARTicker;
if (LIDARTicker >= 2) {
LIDARTicker = 0;
previousSector = currentSector; //Should probably happen at *end* of
measurement, rather than start.
currentDistance = getLidarDistance();
hallEffectRaw = readADC(3);
hallEffectVoltage = hallEffectRaw * 0.00322580645; // same as multiplying by
3.3/1023 to obtain voltage
if (hallEffectVoltage > maxHall) {
maxHall = hallEffectVoltage;
}
if (hallEffectVoltage < minHall) {
minHall = hallEffectVoltage;
}
currentSector = (int)((hallEffectVoltage - lowAngle) / angleDiff * arr_size);
if (currentSector >= arr_size || currentSector < 0) {
currentSector = -1; // We handle issues with this fact when we go back in to
reasonable areas
}
if (currentSector != previousSector) {
// If we got enough readings in the area, consecutive readings, and the area is
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valid:
if (previousSector != -1 && volatileCount > countLimiter && ((lowestDistance
* 1.05) + 10) > farthestDistance) {
// Slide all direct data values back.
lidarTime[previousSector][0] = lidarTime[previousSector][1];
lidarDistance[previousSector][0] = lidarDistance[previousSector][1];
lidarCount[previousSector][0] = lidarCount[previousSector][1];
// Update direct data
lidarTime[previousSector][1] = lastTimer;
lidarDistance[previousSector][1] = lowestDistance; // UPDATED!
lidarCount[previousSector][1] = volatileCount;
// Derive new data
distanceDifference[previousSector] = lidarDistance[previousSector][0] lidarDistance[previousSector][1];
timerDifference[previousSector] = lidarTime[previousSector][1] lidarTime[previousSector][0];
lidarSpeed[previousSector] = (distanceDifference[previousSector] * 10.0) /
timerDifference[previousSector]; // meters/second
lidarTTC[previousSector] = (lidarDistance[previousSector][1] * 0.01) /
lidarSpeed[previousSector]; // Seconds
if (lidarDistance[previousSector][1] < proximityThreshold1) {
warningDuty = maxWarningTime;
warningTicker[2] = 0;
if (hallEffectVoltage <= 1.3) {
sideDuties[0] = maxWarningTime;
warningTicker[0] = 0;
}
else if (hallEffectVoltage >= 1.4) {
sideDuties[1] = maxWarningTime;
warningTicker[1] = 0;
}
}
else if (lidarDistance[previousSector][1] < proximityThreshold2) {
if (warningDuty < 200) {
warningDuty = 200;
warningTicker[2] = 0;
}
if (hallEffectVoltage <= 1.3 && sideDuties[0] < 200) {
sideDuties[0] = 200;
warningTicker[0] = 0;
}
else if (hallEffectVoltage >= 1.4 && sideDuties[1] < 200) {
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sideDuties[1] = 200;
warningTicker[1] = 0;
}
}
else if (lidarDistance[previousSector][1] < proximityThreshold3) {
if (warningDuty < 100) {
warningDuty = 100;
warningTicker[2] = 0;
}
if (hallEffectVoltage <= 1.3 && sideDuties[0] < 100) {
sideDuties[0] = 100;
warningTicker[0] = 0;
}
else if (hallEffectVoltage >= 1.4 && sideDuties[1] < 100) {
sideDuties[1] = 100;
warningTicker[1] = 0;
}
}
}
// When we detect we've switched we make sure to reset our values. This
occurs regardless of whether we're
volatileCount = 0;
lowestDistance = 4000;
farthestDistance = 1;
}
if (currentDistance > 0 && currentDistance <= 4000) {
++volatileCount;
if (currentDistance < lowestDistance) {
lowestDistance = currentDistance;
}
if (currentDistance > farthestDistance) {
farthestDistance = currentDistance;
}
lastTimer = timer;
}
}
Figure 43: LIDAR Code Implementation. (JB, NL)
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6. Mechanical Sketch

Figure 44: SBAMS Front View Displaying the Headlight and the Turn Signals;
Created in Rhino 7. (JA)
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Figure 45: SBAMS Rear View displaying the; LIDAR Assembly, Tail Light and Turn
Signal Assembly, Generator, Screen and Alert Lights, and the Battery and Electronics
Assembly; Created in Rhino 7. (JA)
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7. Parts List
Table 11: Beginning Parts List

Table 12: Final Cumulative Parts List
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The difference between table 11 and 12 is that as the project was physically
implemented more parts were needed to make the project become a reality. When the first
list was created, there were still subsystems that were not yet finalized. The first parts list
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mostly includes the parts for the main four subsystems without the printed circuit boards.
As time went on there were also calculation errors and other problems which required
new parts to be purchased. The additional parts on this list includes all the PCBs that
were designed and redesigned, and the additional components that were required to build
the headlight, tail light, blinkers, ADC inputs, PIC microcontroller board, generator, and
LIDAR assembly. (DB)

8. Project Schedules
Table 13: Gantt Chart Design Semester Project Schedules
Task Name

Duration

Start

Finish

Predecessors

Resource Names

98 days

Mon
8/23/21

Mon
11/29/21

Midterm Report

40 days

Wed
8/25/21

Mon
10/4/21

Cover page

40 days

Wed
8/25/21

Mon
10/4/21

T of C, L of T, L of F

40 days

Wed
8/25/21

Mon
10/4/21

Problem Statement

42 days

Mon
8/23/21

Mon
10/4/21

Dawson
Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

0 days

Mon
8/23/21

Mon
8/23/21

Dawson Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah

SDP I 2021
Project Design

Need
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Lamadanie
Objective

0 days

Mon
8/23/21

Mon
8/23/21

Dawson Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Background

0 days

Mon
8/23/21

Mon
8/23/21

Dawson Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Marketing
Requirements

0 days

Mon
8/23/21

Mon
8/23/21

Dawson Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Engineering
Requirements
Specification

40.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Mon
10/4/21

Dawson
Beachy,John
Albrecht

Engineering
Analysis

40.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Mon
10/4/21

Dawson
Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Circuits (DC, AC,
Power, …)

40.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Mon
10/4/21

Dawson Beachy

Electronics (analog
and digital)

40.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Mon
10/4/21

John Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

37.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Fri 10/1/21

Jack Bullock,Noah
Lamadanie

Communications
(analog and digital)

37.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Fri 10/1/21

Jack Bullock

Electromechanics

62.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Tue
10/26/21

John Albrecht

Signal Processing
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37.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Fri 10/1/21

Noah Lamadanie

Accepted Technical
Design

40.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Mon
10/4/21

Dawson
Beachy,Jack
Bullock,Noah
Lamadanie

Hardware Design:
Phase 1

40.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Mon
10/4/21

Dawson Beachy

Hardware Block
Diagrams Levels 0 thru
N (w/ FR tables)

40.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Mon
10/4/21

Dawson Beachy

Software Design:
Phase 1

40.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Mon
10/4/21

Jack Bullock,Noah
Lamadanie

Software Behavior 40.38
Models Levels 0 thru N days
(w/FR tables)

Wed
8/25/21

Mon
10/4/21

Jack Bullock,Noah
Lamadanie

John Albrecht

Mechanical Sketch

40.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Mon
10/4/21

Team information

36.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Thu 9/30/21

References

37.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Fri 10/1/21

Midterm Parts
Request Form

44.38
days

Wed
8/25/21

Fri 10/8/21

Dawson
Beachy,John
Albrecht

Midterm Design
Presentations Day 2

0 days

Wed
9/29/21

Wed 9/29/21

Dawson Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie
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Project Poster

56.38
days

Mon
10/4/21

Mon
11/29/21

3

Dawson Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Final Design Report

56.38
days

Mon
10/4/21

Mon
11/29/21

3

Dawson Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Abstract

56.38
days

Mon
10/4/21

Mon
11/29/21

3

Dawson Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Hardware Design:
Phase 2

59.38
days?

Thu
9/30/21

Sun
11/28/21

Dawson
Beachy,John
Albrecht

Modules 1…n

59.38
days?

Thu
9/30/21

Sun
11/28/21

Dawson
Beachy,John
Albrecht

Lidar Simulations

1 day?

Thu
9/30/21

Mon
10/4/21

John Albrecht

Motor Simulations

22.38
days

Mon
10/4/21

Tue
10/26/21

Lidar Movement

10.33
days?

Mon
10/4/21

Mon
11/15/21

Schematic Design

55.38
days

Mon
10/4/21

Sun
11/28/21

Software Design:
Phase 2

90.38
days?

Wed
8/25/21

Tue
11/23/21

Noah
Lamadanie,Jack
Bullock

Modules 1…n

90.38
days?

Wed
8/25/21

Tue
11/23/21

Jack Bullock,Noah
Lamadanie
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1 day?

Wed
8/25/21

Fri 8/27/21

Bluetooth
Communication

50.38
days?

Mon
10/4/21

Tue
11/23/21

Explorer 16/32
Bluetooth Function

1 day?

Thu
10/14/21

Mon
10/18/21

Jack Bullock

Phone Application
Function

9 days?

Mon
10/18/21

Tue
11/23/21

Jack Bullock

Primary I/O

2 days?

Tue
11/16/21

Tue
11/23/21

Jack Bullock

Lidar Integration

50.38
days

Mon
10/4/21

Tue
11/23/21

Parts Lists

37.38
days

Mon
10/4/21

Wed
11/10/21

Parts list(s) for
Schematics

37.38
days

Mon
10/4/21

Wed
11/10/21

3

Dawson
Beachy,John
Albrecht

Materials Budget list

37.38
days

Mon
10/4/21

Wed
11/10/21

3

Dawson Beachy

Proposed
Implementation Gantt
Chart

56.38
days

Mon
10/4/21

Mon
11/29/21

3

Dawson Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Conclusions and
Recommendations

56.38
days

Mon
10/4/21

Mon
11/29/21

3

Parts Request Form for
Subsystems

49.38
days

Wed
9/22/21

Wed
11/10/21
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3
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Dawson
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Subsystems
Demonstrations Day 1

0 days

Wed
11/10/21

Wed
11/10/21

Parts Request Form for
Spring Semester

9 days

Tue
11/23/21

Thu 12/2/21

77

Dawson Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie
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Table 14: Gantt Chart Implementation Semester Project Schedules
Task Name

Duration

Start

SDP2 Implementation
2022

453
days?

Mon 1/10/22 Fri 4/7/23

14 days

Mon 1/10/22 Sun
1/23/22

Implement Project
Design

89 days?

Mon 1/10/22 Fri 4/8/22

Hardware
Implementation

42 days

Mon 1/10/22 Sun
2/20/22

Breadboard
Components

14 days

Mon 1/10/22 Sun
1/23/22

Frequency to
Voltage Generator RPM

1 day

Mon 1/10/22

Layout and
Generate PCB(s)

14 days

Mon 1/10/22 Sun
1/23/22

Frequency to
Voltage Generator RPM

1 day

Mon 1/10/22

Mon
1/10/22

John Albrecht

1 day

Mon 1/10/22

Mon
1/10/22

John Albrecht

14 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun
1/23/22

John Albrecht

18 days

Mon 1/10/22

Thu
1/27/22

John Albrecht

1 day

Mon 1/10/22

Mon
1/10/22

John Albrecht

1 day

Mon 1/10/22

Mon

Dawson Beachy

Revise Gantt Chart

Turn Signal PCB's
Headlight &
Tailight boards
PIC Board
Diode
Rectification Board
Power Regulation
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Mon
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John Albrecht
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Board

1/10/22
Charging Board

14 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun
1/23/22

Assemble
Hardware

14 days

Fri 1/28/22

Thu
2/10/22

14,13,12,11

Frequency to
Voltage

14 days

Fri 1/28/22

Thu
2/10/22

14,13,12,11

John Albrecht

Turn Signals and
Headlight

14 days

Fri 1/28/22

Thu
2/10/22

14,13,12,11

John Albrecht

Power Regulation

14 days

Fri 1/28/22

Thu
2/10/22

14,13,12,11

Dawson Beachy

Charging board

14 days

Fri 1/28/22

Thu
2/10/22

14,13,12,11

Dawson Beachy

7 days

Fri 2/11/22

Thu
2/17/22

19

Frequency to
Voltage

7 days

Fri 2/11/22

Thu
2/17/22

19

John Albrecht

Turn Signals and
Headlight

7 days

Fri 2/11/22

Thu
2/17/22

19

John Albrecht

Power Regulation

7 days

Fri 2/11/22

Thu
2/17/22

19

Dawson Beachy

Charging board

7 days

Fri 2/11/22

Thu
2/17/22

19

Dawson Beachy

Revise Hardware

7 days

Fri 2/18/22

Thu
2/24/22

24

7 days

Fri 2/18/22

Thu
2/24/22

24

John Albrecht

7 days

Fri 2/18/22

Thu

24

John Albrecht

Test Hardware

Frequency to
Voltage
Turn Signals and
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Headlight

2/24/22

Power Regulation

7 days

Fri 2/18/22

Thu
2/24/22

24

Dawson Beachy

Charging board

7 days

Fri 2/18/22

Thu
2/24/22

24

Dawson Beachy

MIDTERM:
Demonstrate Hardware
Subsystems

5 days

Fri 2/25/22

Tue 3/1/22

25

SDC & FA
Hardware Approval

0 days

Sat 2/26/22

Sat 2/26/22

25

Software
Implementation

42 days

Mon 1/10/22 Sun
2/20/22

Develop Software

28 days

Mon 1/10/22 Sun 2/6/22

Bluetooth Phone
Application

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22

Jack Bullock

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22

Jack Bullock

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22

Noah
Lamadanie

28 days

Mon 1/10/22 Sun 2/6/22

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22

Jack Bullock

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22

Jack Bullock

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22

Noah
Lamadanie

User Alert System
LIDAR
Processing System
Test Software
Bluetooth Phone
Application
User Alert System
LIDAR
Processing System
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14 days

Mon 2/7/22

Sun
2/20/22

33

14 days

Mon 2/7/22

Sun
2/20/22

33

Jack Bullock

14 days

Mon 2/7/22

Sun
2/20/22

33

Jack Bullock

LIDAR
Processing System

14 days

Mon 2/7/22

Sun
2/20/22

33

Noah
Lamadanie

MIDTERM:
Demonstrate Software
Subsystems

5 days

Mon 1/10/22

Fri 1/14/22

SDC & FA Software
Approval

0 days

Mon 2/21/22

Mon
2/21/22

91 days?

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 4/15/22

Assemble
Complete System
Integration

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22 45

Bluetooth Phone
Application

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

Jack Bullock

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

Jack Bullock

LIDAR
Processing System

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

Noah
Lamadanie

Frequency to
Voltage

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

John Albrecht

Turn Signals and
Headlight

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

John Albrecht

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

Dawson Beachy

Bluetooth Phone
Application
User Alert System

System Integration

User Alert System

Power Regulation
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14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

Test Complete
System Integration

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

Bluetooth Phone
Application

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

Jack Bullock

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

Jack Bullock

LIDAR
Processing System

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

Noah
Lamadanie

Frequency to
Voltage

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

John Albrecht

Turn Signals and
Headlight

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

John Albrecht

Power Regulation

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

Dawson Beachy

Charging board

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

Dawson Beachy

Revise Complete
System Integration

24 days?

Sat 3/19/22

Mon
4/11/22

56

Bluetooth Phone
Application

24 days

Sat 3/19/22

Mon
4/11/22

56

Jack Bullock

24 days

Sat 3/19/22

Mon
4/11/22

56

Jack Bullock

LIDAR
Processing System

24 days

Sat 3/19/22

Mon
4/11/22

56

Noah
Lamadanie

Frequency to
Voltage

24 days

Sat 3/19/22

Mon
4/11/22

56

John Albrecht

User Alert System

User Alert System
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24 days

Sat 3/19/22

Mon
4/11/22

56

John Albrecht

Power Regulation

24 days

Sat 3/19/22

Mon
4/11/22

56

Dawson Beachy

Charging board

24 days

Sat 3/19/22

Mon
4/11/22

56

Dawson Beachy

4 days

Tue 4/12/22

Fri 4/15/22

64

Develop Final Report

103 days

Mon 1/10/22 Fri 4/22/22

Write Final Report

103 days

Mon 1/10/22

Fri 4/22/22

Submit Final Report

0 days

Fri 4/22/22

Fri 4/22/22

Spring Recess

7 days

Mon 3/21/22

Sun
3/27/22

Project Demonstration
and Presentation

0 days

Mon 4/18/22

Mon
4/18/22

Preliminary
Demonstration of
Complete System

83
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Table 15: Gantt Chart Actual Project Schedules

Task Name

Duratio
n

Start

Finish

Predecessors

Resource
Names

98 days

Mon 8/23/21

Mon 11/29/21

Midterm Report 40 days

Wed 8/25/21

Mon 10/4/21

Cover page

40 days

Wed 8/25/21

Mon 10/4/21

T of C, L of T, L
of F

40 days

Wed 8/25/21

Mon 10/4/21

Problem
Statement

42 days

Mon 8/23/21

Mon 10/4/21

Dawson
Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noa
h Lamadanie

Need

0 days

Mon 8/23/21

Mon 8/23/21

Dawson
Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Objective

0 days

Mon 8/23/21

Mon 8/23/21

Dawson
Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Background

0 days

Mon 8/23/21

Mon 8/23/21

Dawson
Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah

SDP I 2021
Project Design
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Lamadanie
Marketing
Requirements

0 days

Mon 8/23/21
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Dawson
Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Engineering
Requirements
Specification

40.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Mon 10/4/21

Dawson
Beachy,John
Albrecht

Engineering
Analysis

40.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Mon 10/4/21

Dawson
Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noa
h Lamadanie

Circuits (DC,
AC, Power, …)

40.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Mon 10/4/21

Dawson
Beachy

Electronics
40.38
(analog and digital) days

Wed 8/25/21

Mon 10/4/21

John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Signal
Processing

37.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Fri 10/1/21

Jack
Bullock,Noah
Lamadanie

37.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Fri 10/1/21

Jack Bullock

Wed 8/25/21
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John Albrecht

Electromechanics

62.38
days

Embedded
Systems

37.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Fri 10/1/21

Noah
Lamadanie

Accepted
Technical Design

40.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Mon 10/4/21

Dawson
Beachy,Jack

Communications
(analog and digital)
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Bullock,Noah
Lamadanie
Hardware
Design: Phase 1

40.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Mon 10/4/21

Dawson
Beachy

Hardware
40.38
Block Diagrams
days
Levels 0 thru N (w/
FR tables)

Wed 8/25/21

Mon 10/4/21

Dawson
Beachy

Software
Design: Phase 1

40.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Mon 10/4/21

Jack
Bullock,Noah
Lamadanie

Software
Behavior Models
Levels 0 thru N
(w/FR tables)

40.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Mon 10/4/21

Jack
Bullock,Noah
Lamadanie

Mechanical
Sketch

40.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Mon 10/4/21

John Albrecht

Team
information

36.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Thu 9/30/21

References

37.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Fri 10/1/21

Midterm Parts
Request Form

44.38
days

Wed 8/25/21

Fri 10/8/21

Dawson
Beachy,John
Albrecht

Midterm Design
Presentations Day
2

0 days

Wed 9/29/21

Wed 9/29/21

Dawson
Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie
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56.38
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Mon 10/4/21

Mon 11/29/21

3

Dawson
Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

56.38
days

Mon 10/4/21

Mon 11/29/21

3

Dawson
Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Hardware Design: 59.38
Phase 2
days?

Thu 9/30/21

Sun 11/28/21

Dawson
Beachy,John
Albrecht

59.38
days?

Thu 9/30/21

Sun 11/28/21

Dawson
Beachy,John
Albrecht

Lidar
Simulations

1 day?

Thu 9/30/21

Mon 10/4/21

John Albrecht

Motor
Simulations

22.38
days

Mon 10/4/21

Tue 10/26/21

Lidar
Movement

10.33
days?

Mon 10/4/21

Mon 11/15/21

Schematic
Design

55.38
days

Mon 10/4/21

Sun 11/28/21

Software Design:
Phase 2

90.38
days?

Wed 8/25/21

Tue 11/23/21
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90.38
days?

Wed 8/25/21

Tue 11/23/21

Jack
Bullock,Noah
Lamadanie

Embedded
System

1 day?

Wed 8/25/21

Fri 8/27/21

Noah
Lamadanie

Bluetooth
Communication

50.38
days?

Mon 10/4/21

Tue 11/23/21

Explorer
16/32 Bluetooth
Function

1 day?

Thu 10/14/21

Mon 10/18/21

Jack Bullock

Phone
Application
Function

9 days?

Mon 10/18/21

Tue 11/23/21

Jack Bullock

2 days?

Tue 11/16/21

Tue 11/23/21

Jack Bullock

Lidar
Integration

50.38
days

Mon 10/4/21

Tue 11/23/21

Parts Lists

37.38
days

Mon 10/4/21

Wed 11/10/21

Parts list(s) for
Schematics

37.38
days

Mon 10/4/21

Wed 11/10/21

3

Dawson
Beachy,John
Albrecht

Materials Budget
list

37.38
days

Mon 10/4/21

Wed 11/10/21

3

Dawson
Beachy

Proposed
Implementation
Gantt Chart

56.38
days

Mon 10/4/21

Mon 11/29/21
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Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie
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Conclusions and
56.38
Recommendations days

Mon 10/4/21

Mon 11/29/21

Parts Request Form 49.38
for Subsystems
days

Wed 9/22/21

Wed 11/10/21

Dawson
Beachy

Subsystems
Demonstrations
Day 1

0 days

Wed 11/10/21

Wed 11/10/21

Dawson
Beachy,Jack
Bullock,John
Albrecht,Noah
Lamadanie

Parts Request Form 9 days
for Spring
Semester

Tue 11/23/21

Thu 12/2/21

SDP2
Implementation
2022

453
days?

Mon 1/10/22

Fri 4/7/23

Revise Gantt
Chart

14 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 1/23/22

Implement
Project Design

89
days?

Mon 1/10/22

Fri 4/8/22

Hardware
Implementation

42 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/20/22

Breadboard
Components

14 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 1/23/22

Frequency
to Voltage
Generator RPM

1 day

Mon 1/10/22

Mon 1/10/22

Layout and
Generate PCB(s)

14 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 1/23/22

Frequency
to Voltage

1 day

Mon 1/10/22

Mon 1/10/22
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Generator RPM
Turn Signal

1 day

Mon 1/10/22

Mon 1/10/22

John Albrecht

Headlight
& Tailight boards

14 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 1/23/22

John Albrecht

PIC Board

18 days

Mon 1/10/22

Thu 1/27/22

Dawson
Beachy

Diode
1 day
Rectification Board

Mon 1/10/22

Mon 1/10/22

John Albrecht

Power
Regulation Board

1 day

Mon 1/10/22

Mon 1/10/22

Dawson
Beachy

14 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 1/23/22

Dawson
Beachy

Assemble
Hardware

14 days

Fri 1/28/22

Thu 2/10/22

14,13,12,11

Frequency
to Voltage

14 days

Fri 1/28/22

Thu 2/10/22

14,13,12,11

John Albrecht

Turn
Signals and
Headlight

14 days

Fri 1/28/22

Thu 2/10/22

14,13,12,11

John Albrecht

Power
Regulation

14 days

Fri 1/28/22

Thu 2/10/22

14,13,12,11

Dawson
Beachy

Charging board 2.0

14 days

Fri 1/28/22

Thu 2/10/22

14,13,12,11

John Albrecht

Test
Hardware

7 days

Fri 2/11/22

Thu 2/17/22

19

Frequency
to Voltage

7 days

Fri 2/11/22

Thu 2/17/22
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PCB's
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Turn
Signals and
Headlight

7 days

Fri 2/11/22

Thu 2/17/22

19

John Albrecht

Power
Regulation

7 days

Fri 2/11/22

Thu 2/17/22

19

Dawson
Beachy

Charging board 2.0

7 days

Fri 2/11/22

Thu 2/17/22

19

John Albrecht

Revise
Hardware

7 days

Fri 2/18/22

Thu 2/24/22

24

Frequency
to Voltage

7 days

Fri 2/18/22

Thu 2/24/22

24

John Albrecht

Turn
Signals and
Headlight

7 days

Fri 2/18/22

Thu 2/24/22

24

John Albrecht

Power
Regulation

7 days

Fri 2/18/22

Thu 2/24/22

24

Dawson
Beachy

Charging board 2.0

7 days

Fri 2/18/22

Thu 2/24/22

24

John Albrecht

MIDTERM:
Demonstrate
Hardware
Subsystems

5 days

Fri 2/25/22

Tue 3/1/22

25

SDC & FA
Hardware
Approval

0 days

Sat 2/26/22

Sat 2/26/22

25

Software
Implementation

42 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/20/22

Develop
Software

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22
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Bluetooth
Phone Application

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22

Jack Bullock

User Alert

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22

Jack Bullock

LIDAR
Processing System

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22

Noah
Lamadanie

Test
Software

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22

Bluetooth
Phone Application

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22

Jack Bullock

User Alert

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22

Jack Bullock

LIDAR
Processing System

28 days

Mon 1/10/22

Sun 2/6/22

Noah
Lamadanie

Revise
Software

14 days

Mon 2/7/22

Sun 2/20/22

33

Bluetooth
Phone Application

14 days

Mon 2/7/22

Sun 2/20/22

33

Jack Bullock

User Alert

14 days

Mon 2/7/22

Sun 2/20/22

33

Jack Bullock

LIDAR
Processing System

14 days

Mon 2/7/22

Sun 2/20/22

33

Noah
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MIDTERM:
Demonstrate
Software
Subsystems

5 days

Mon 1/10/22

Fri 1/14/22

SDC & FA
Software Approval

0 days

Mon 2/21/22

Mon 2/21/22

System

System

System
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System
Integration

91
days?

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 4/15/22

Assemble
Complete System
Integration

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

Bluetooth
Phone Application

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

Jack Bullock

User Alert

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

Jack Bullock

LIDAR
Processing System

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

Noah
Lamadanie

Frequency
to Voltage

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

John Albrecht

Turn
Signals and
Headlight

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

John Albrecht

Power
Regulation

14 days

Sat 1/15/22

Fri 1/28/22

45

Dawson
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Charging board 2.0

14 days
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Fri 1/28/22

45

John Albrecht

Test
Complete System
Integration

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

Bluetooth
Phone Application

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

Jack Bullock

User Alert

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

Jack Bullock
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48

Noah
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System

System
LIDAR
Processing System
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Frequency
to Voltage

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

John Albrecht

Turn
Signals and
Headlight

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

John Albrecht

Power
Regulation

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

Dawson
Beachy

Charging board 2.0

7 days

Sat 1/29/22

Fri 2/4/22

48

John Albrecht

Revise
Complete System
Integration

24
days?

Sat 3/19/22

Mon 4/11/22

56

Bluetooth
Phone Application
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Sat 3/19/22

Mon 4/11/22

56

Jack Bullock

User Alert

24 days

Sat 3/19/22

Mon 4/11/22

56

Jack Bullock

LIDAR
Processing System

24 days

Sat 3/19/22

Mon 4/11/22

56

Noah
Lamadanie

Frequency
to Voltage

24 days

Sat 3/19/22

Mon 4/11/22

56

John Albrecht

Turn
Signals and
Headlight

24 days

Sat 3/19/22

Mon 4/11/22

56

John Albrecht

Power
Regulation

24 days

Sat 3/19/22

Mon 4/11/22

56

Dawson
Beachy

24 days

Sat 3/19/22

Mon 4/11/22

56

Dawson
Beachy

4 days

Tue 4/12/22

Fri 4/15/22

64

System

Charging
board
Preliminary
Demonstration of
Complete System
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Develop Final
Report

103
days

Mon 1/10/22

Fri 4/22/22

Write Final
Report

103
days

Mon 1/10/22

Fri 4/22/22

Submit Final
Report

0 days

Fri 4/22/22

Fri 4/22/22

Spring Recess

7 days

Mon 3/21/22

Sun 3/27/22

Project
Demonstration and
Presentation

0 days

Mon 4/18/22

Mon 4/18/22

74

John Albrecht

The original version of the Gantt charts represent the theoretical outcomes that were
expected and desired in the implementation; they were a best-case version of events,
designed to leave maximum room for error. They were successful in that sense.
However, the actual version shows a number of discrepancies related to the realities of
the implementation. The largest contributor to discrepancies is the number of subsystems
that each participant was working towards. The LIDAR subsystem serves as an example
of this, as it was frequently a site of collaboration, which, while necessary due to the
critical nature of the system, had the unfortunate side-effect of leaving more tangential
subsystems, such as the connected Bluetooth Application, unfinished for longer than
expected. Likewise, issues in acquiring necessary hardware made it difficult to begin full
system integration at the desired time, delaying the process by days. Another place of
change is the charging system where the subsystem needed to be redesigned after the first
system didn’t work as intended during testing. However, the ‘room for error’ present in
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the original Gantt charts meant that it was still possible to reach the required benchmarks
by the critical bottlenecks, such as midterm presentations, and final demonstrations.

9. Design Team Information
Albrecht, John

- EE - Team Leader & Hardware Manager

Beachy, Dawson - EE - Engineering Data Manager
Bullock, Jack

- CPE - Software Co-Manager

Lamadanie, Noah - CPE - Software Co-Manager

10. Conclusions and Recommendations
Cyclist’s safety was successfully improved from the testing of our project. The SBAMS
uses an always-on headlight with selective brights, turn signals and a brake light to
ensure that the bicycle is visible to other vehicles. A rear facing LIDAR sensor was
implemented to alert the rider of approaching vehicles from behind with enough warning
to make the cyclist aware of the advancing vehicle. The mobile phone application is able
to communicate with the system to receive ride data and implement setting changes. The
power management system receives its power from a three phase brushless motor which
is powered directly from the rear bicycle wheel. This makes it so the system is which will
keep the system functional without requiring charging. This biking accessory improves
safety for everyone on the road, bringing cycling to the 21st century. (JA)
This smart bike system was realized without using any pre-purchased modules, instead
every subsystem was designed and built on custom circuit boards as shown in the
accepted technical design section. Each of the PCBs were ordered from OSH park which
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is an American company that offers efficient prototyping for two sided circuit boards. All
of the circuit boards used are 0.8mm thick and with a two ounce copper pour for higher
current abilities. (JA)
The physical implementation was done with 3d printed parts, machined aluminum and
laser cut acrylic. The three phase generator was rewound from its stock 500 Kv to 150 Kv
to make it so that the generated voltage would peak at 40V at 30 Mph speed. The
generator was coupled to the rear bicycle wheel with a TPU 3D printed sleeve held by an
aluminum swing arm that was mounted to the seatpost with a 3D printed bracket. This
assembly uses a remote control car oil filled shock absorber to dampen vibrations and
keep the generator coupled to the rear wheel. All of the turn signals, brake light and
headlight were enclosed in 3D printed cases and attached to the bike frame with printed
mounts. The main display was connected to the handlebars with a printed plastic bracket
and a 3D printed casing. The main control box of the system was designed with a printed
plastic case and then the front and back panels were laser cut from acrylic to make it so
the circuit boards remained visible. All of these parts were attached to a donated bicycle
which allowed for real world testing of each component. A picture of this finished system
is shown below in Figure 46. All of the physical implementation parts were designed,
machined and printed by John Albrecht. (JA)
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Figure 46: Finished Smart Bike System Mounted to a Bicycle, Sitting on a Cyclist
Training Stand. (JA, DB)
This project succeeded in that we were able to successfully assemble the device and were
able to take it out into the real world and test all of the features. The system was able to
be self-sufficient and charged during normal use, and when not in use the battery
successfully powered the full system. All of the lighting systems improved the cyclist's
visibility and made the bicycle safer. The team dynamics were that Jack Bullock and
Noah Lamadanie were in charge of the software and the bluetooth application, and
Dawson Beachy and John Albrecht designed and implemented the hardware. The future
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of this project is to live at the University of Akron and there are no current plans for us to
continue its development. It is possible that in the future we may work on it again and
revise the device or try to pitch the idea to an outside company. I would recommend to
any future students that want to continue this project to use a more powerful processor
that would enable better bluetooth communications as well as faster LIDAR information
processing. There are also improvements that can be made with how the LIDAR can
handle the information and ignore false positives that we were not able to fully
implement into this project. (JA)
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12. Appendices
12.1: Implementations and Definitions for various non-library functions used in
Explorer 16/32 programming (See section 5.2)
#define RTS _RF13 // Output, For potential hardware handshaking.
#define CTS _RF12 // Input, For potential hardware handshaking.
void ms_delay(int ms) {
T1CON = 0x8030; // Timer 1 ON
TMR1 = 0;
while (TMR1 < ms * 62.5);
{
}
}
void us_delay(int n) {
T1CON = 0x8010; // Timer 1 ON
TMR1 = 0;
while (TMR1 < 2 * n);
{
}
}
void InitU2(void) {
U2BRG = 415;
U2MODE = 0x8008;
U2STA = 0x0400;
TRISFbits.TRISF13 = 1;
RTS = 1;
}
char putU2(char c) {
while (CTS); //wait for !CTS (active low)
while (U2STAbits.UTXBF); // Wait if transmit buffer full.
U2TXREG = c; // Write value to transmit FIFO
return c;
}
char getU2(void) {
RTS = 0; // telling the other side !RTS
while (!U2STAbits . URXDA); // wait
RTS = 1; // telling the other side RTS
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return U2RXREG; // from receiving buffer
} //getU2
void InitLCD(void) {
PMADDR = 0;
PMDIN1 = 0b00111000;
ms_delay(1); // 1ms > 40us
PMDIN1 = 0b00001100; // ON, cursor off, blink off
ms_delay(1); // 1ms > 40us
PMDIN1 = 0b00000001; // clear display
ms_delay(2); // 2ms > 1.64ms
PMDIN1 = 0b00000110; // increment cursor, no shift
ms_delay(2); // 2ms > 1.64ms
} // InitLCD
void InitPMP(void) {
PMCON = 0x8303;
PMMODE = 0x03FF;
PMAEN = 0x0001;
}
char ReadLCD(int addr) {
int dummy;
while (PMMODEbits.BUSY); // wait for PMP to be available
PMADDR = addr; // select the command address
dummy = PMDIN1; // initiate a read cycle, dummy
while (PMMODEbits.BUSY); // wait for PMP to be available
return ( PMDIN1); // read the status register
} // ReadLCD
// In the following, addr = 0 -> access Control, addr = 1 -> access Data
#define BusyLCD() ReadLCD( 0) & 0x80 // D<7> = Busy Flag
void WriteLCD(int addr, char c) {
while (BusyLCD());
while (PMMODEbits.BUSY); // wait for PMP to be available
PMADDR = addr;
PMDIN1 = c;
} // WriteLCD
#define putLCD( d) WriteLCD( 1, (d))
#define CmdLCD( c) WriteLCD( 0, (c))
#define HomeLCD() WriteLCD( 0, 2) // See HD44780 instruction set in
#define ClrLCD() WriteLCD( 0, 1) // Table 9.1 of text book
void putsLCD(char *s) {
while (*s) putLCD(*s++); // See paragraph starting at bottom, pg. 87 text
} //putsLCD
void SetCursorAtLine(int i) {
int k;
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if (i == 1)
CmdLCD(0x80); // Set DDRAM (i.e., LCD) address to upper left (0x80 | 0x00)
else if (i == 2)
CmdLCD(0xC0); // Set DDRAM (i.e., LCD) address to lower left (0x80 | 0x40)
else {
TRISA = 0x00; // Set PORTA<7:0> for output.
for (k = 1; k < 20; k++) // Flash all 7 LED's @ 5Hz. for 4 seconds.
{
PORTA = 0xFF;
ms_delay(100); // 100 ms for ON then OFF yields 5Hz
PORTA = 0x00;
ms_delay(100);
}
}
}
void initButtons(){
TRISDbits.TRISD6 = 1;
TRISDbits.TRISD7 = 1;
TRISAbits.TRISA7 = 1;
TRISDbits.TRISD13 = 1;
}
void InitADC(int amask) {
AD1PCFG = amask;
//Select input pins
AD1CON1 = 0x00E0;
//Autoconvert to int at end of sampling
AD1CON2 = 0;
AD1CON3 = 0x1F01;
AD1CSSL = 0;
//No scanning
AD1CON1bits.ADON = 1; //Activate ADC
}
//Initializes ADC
int ReadADC(int ch){
AD1CHS=ch;
//Select analog input channel
AD1CON1bits.SAMP=1;
//Start sample
while (!AD1CON1bits.DONE); //Wait...
AD1CON1bits.DONE = 0;
//Clear the flag saying we're done
return ADC1BUF0;
//Return the results
}
void I2Cinit(int BRG) {
I2C1BRG = BRG; //See PIC24FJ128GA010 data sheet, Table 16.1 pg. 139
while (I2C1STATbits.P); // Check buss idle, see 5.1 of I2C document.
// It works, not sure its needed.
I2C1CONbits.A10M = 0; // 7-bit address mode (Added 8-14-17)
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I2C1CONbits.I2CEN = 1; // enable module
}
void I2CStart(void) {
us_delay(10); // delay to be safe
I2C1CONbits.SEN = 1; // Initiate Start condition see pg. 21 of I2C man.
DS70000195F
while (I2C1CONbits.SEN); // wait for Start condition complete See sec. 5.1
us_delay(10); // delay to be safe
}
void I2CStop(void) {
us_delay(10); // delay to be safe
I2C1CONbits.PEN = 1; // see 5.5 pg. 27 of Microchip I2C manual DS70000195F
while (I2C1CONbits.PEN); // This is at hardware level, & I suspect fast.
us_delay(10); // delay to be safe
}
void I2Csendbyte(char data) {
while (I2C1STATbits.TBF); //wait if buffer is full
I2C1TRN = data; // pass data to transmission register
I2C1CONbits.ACKEN = 1; // Master sends Acknowledge
us_delay(10); // delay to be safe
}
char I2Cgetbyte(int i) {
I2C1CONbits.RCEN = 1; // Set RCEN, Enables I2C Receive mode
while (!I2C1STATbits.RBF); //wait for byte to shift into I2C1RCV register
if(i == 1){ // Don't ack the last byte
I2C1CONbits.ACKEN = 1; // Master sends Acknowledge
}
us_delay(10); // delay to be safe
return (I2C1RCV);
}
Figure 47: C code implementation of various functions used in 5.2.7 and 5.2.9.
12.2: Manifest for Bluetooth Application
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<manifest xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
package="com.example.sbamsbluetooth1">
<!--These permissions are required to use Bluetooth properly -->
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.BLUETOOTH" />
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<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.BLUETOOTH_ADMIN"
/>
<uses-permission
android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" />
<uses-permission
android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION" />
<!--Mostly useful so people don't accidentally download this when they don't have
hardware support -->
<uses-feature
android:name="android.hardware.bluetooth_le"
android:required="true" />
<uses-permission
android:name="android.permission.BLUETOOTH_CONNECT" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.BLUETOOTH_SCAN"
/>
<!-- Boilerplate, autogenerated -->
<application
android:allowBackup="true"
android:icon="@mipmap/ic_launcher"
android:label="@string/app_name"
android:roundIcon="@mipmap/ic_launcher_round"
android:supportsRtl="true"
android:theme="@style/Theme.SBAMSBluetooth1">
<activity
android:name=".MainActivity"
android:exported="true">
<intent-filter>
<action android:name="android.intent.action.MAIN" />
<category android:name="android.intent.category.LAUNCHER" />
</intent-filter>
</activity>
</application>
</manifest>
Figure 48: Android manifest for the application code in 12.4. (JB)
12.3: Layout for main activity of Bluetooth Application (See 12.4 for main code)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<androidx.constraintlayout.widget.ConstraintLayout
xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
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xmlns:app="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res-auto"
xmlns:tools="http://schemas.android.com/tools"
android:id="@+id/receive"
android:layout_width="match_parent"
android:layout_height="match_parent"
android:onClick="goToSettings"
tools:context=".MainActivity">
<Button
android:id="@+id/Scan_Button"
android:layout_width="0dp"
android:layout_height="48dp"
android:layout_marginStart="10dp"
android:layout_marginEnd="10dp"
android:layout_marginBottom="5dp"
android:onClick="toggleConnection"
android:text="Connect"
app:layout_constraintBottom_toTopOf="@+id/button"
app:layout_constraintEnd_toStartOf="@+id/button2"
app:layout_constraintStart_toStartOf="parent" />
<Button
android:id="@+id/transmitButton"
android:layout_width="0dp"
android:layout_height="48dp"
android:layout_marginStart="10dp"
android:layout_marginEnd="10dp"
android:layout_marginBottom="5dp"
android:onClick="transmit"
android:text="Request Update"
app:layout_constraintBottom_toBottomOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintEnd_toStartOf="@+id/button2"
app:layout_constraintStart_toStartOf="parent" />
<Button
android:id="@+id/button"
android:layout_width="0dp"
android:layout_height="48dp"
android:layout_marginStart="10dp"
android:layout_marginEnd="10dp"
android:layout_marginBottom="5dp"
android:onClick="printServices"
android:text="Confirm Connection"
app:layout_constraintBottom_toTopOf="@+id/transmitButton"
app:layout_constraintEnd_toStartOf="@+id/button2"
app:layout_constraintStart_toStartOf="parent" />
<androidx.recyclerview.widget.RecyclerView
android:id="@+id/recyclerView"
android:layout_width="0dp"
android:layout_height="0dp"
android:layout_marginBottom="5dp"
app:layout_constraintBottom_toTopOf="@+id/Scan_Button"
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app:layout_constraintEnd_toEndOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintHorizontal_bias="0.529"
app:layout_constraintStart_toStartOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/activeData"
tools:itemCount="5" />
<Button
android:id="@+id/button2"
android:layout_width="120dp"
android:layout_height="85dp"
android:layout_marginEnd="10dp"
android:layout_marginBottom="5dp"
android:onClick="goToSettings"
android:text="Settings"
app:layout_constraintBottom_toBottomOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintEnd_toEndOf="parent" />
<TextView
android:id="@+id/activeData"
android:layout_width="0dp"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:layout_marginStart="10dp"
android:layout_marginTop="15dp"
android:layout_marginEnd="10dp"
app:layout_constraintEnd_toEndOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintStart_toStartOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintTop_toTopOf="parent" />
</androidx.constraintlayout.widget.ConstraintLayout>

Figure 49: XML layout for the application code in 12.4. (JB)
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Figure 50: Visual representation of XML layout for the application code in 12.4. (JB)
12.4: Application Code for main activity of Bluetooth application
package com.example.sbamsbluetooth1
import android.Manifest
import android.app.Activity
import android.bluetooth.*
import android.bluetooth.le.ScanCallback
import android.bluetooth.le.ScanResult
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import android.bluetooth.le.ScanSettings
import android.content.Context
import android.content.Intent
import android.content.pm.PackageManager
import android.os.Build
import androidx.appcompat.app.AppCompatActivity
import android.os.Bundle
import android.os.SystemClock.sleep
import android.view.View
import android.widget.Button
import android.widget.TextView
import androidx.core.app.ActivityCompat
import androidx.core.content.ContextCompat
import java.util.*
import android.widget.Toast
import java.io.*
import androidx.recyclerview.widget.LinearLayoutManager
import androidx.recyclerview.widget.RecyclerView
//We need a number assigned to these, but any positive integer will work.
private const val ENABLE_BLUETOOTH_REQUEST_CODE = 1
private const val LOCATION_PERMISSION_REQUEST_CODE = 3
private const val targetDeviceAddress = "D4:36:39:DE:44:65"
// Left to right:
// 0 1: Metric, 0: Imperial
// 1 1: Per second, 0: Per hour
// 2 1: Speeds active, 0: Speeds off
// 3 1: Distances on, 0: Distances off
// 4 1: Times on, 0: Times off
// 5 1: Calories on, 0: Calories off.
private const val defaultSettings = "11111111"
//Data storage location. Stored as a .txt file
private const val storageLocation = "Mem007.txt"
private const val settingsLocation = "Settings002.txt"
class MainActivity : AppCompatActivity() {
//SECTION 1: VARIABLES/VALUES
//PART A: PERMISSIONS
//PART B: CONNECTION
private var bluetoothGatt: BluetoothGatt? = null
private var connStatus = 0
set(value) {
//And make it so whenever it gets set, the text on the button switches to match.
//As long as we keep 'connActive' appropriate to the reality of the situation.
//Our button will always tell us the truth.
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field = value
runOnUiThread {
if (value==1) Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Successfully Connected",
Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show()
else if (value ==2) Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Connection Failed",
Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show()
else if (value==3) Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Connection Broken",
Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show()
}
}
//Essentially, we create a value to track whether we're trying to connect to the HM10
//This stores whether we're trying to get connected or not.
private var connActivated = false
set(value) {
//And make it so whenever it gets set, the text on the button switches to match.
//As long as we keep 'connActive' appropriate to the reality of the situation.
//Our button will always tell us the truth.
field = value
runOnUiThread {
ScanText.text = if (value) "Disconnect" else "Connect"
}
//Note that for now, this may not always be accurate due to a lack of certainty regarding
disconnects
}
//This sets our settings for scanning.
private val scanSettings = ScanSettings.Builder()
.setScanMode(ScanSettings.SCAN_MODE_LOW_LATENCY) //Specifies that we're scanning hard.
//Likely, we'll switch to low power when speed of access becomes less of an issue (E.G. Not during
demonstration)
.build()
private val bleScanner by lazy {
bluetoothAdapter.bluetoothLeScanner
}//Likewise, we create our scanner using this.
//Essentially, sets up a bluetoothAdapter object to be set up only when it's actually needed.
//Note: Lazy declarations are valuable when it's necessary to initialize something after the 'oncreate'
has happened
private val bluetoothAdapter: BluetoothAdapter by lazy {
//We call upon a system service in the abstract
//And then cast it to a 'BluetoothManager' (Which it should already be), and store it
val bluetoothManager = getSystemService(BLUETOOTH_SERVICE) as BluetoothManager
bluetoothManager.adapter
//And, just by calling upon it, it now exists.
}
var toUpdate = 0
private val gattCallback= object : BluetoothGattCallback(){
override fun onConnectionStateChange(gatt: BluetoothGatt, status: Int, newState: Int) {
if (status == BluetoothGatt.GATT_SUCCESS) {
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if (newState == BluetoothProfile.STATE_CONNECTED) {
connStatus=1
// We need to store a reference to this, so we can use it to interface.
bluetoothGatt = gatt
} else if (newState == BluetoothProfile.STATE_DISCONNECTED) {
connStatus=2
gatt.close()
}
} else {
connStatus=3
gatt.close()
}
}
override fun onCharacteristicRead(
gatt: BluetoothGatt,
characteristic: BluetoothGattCharacteristic,
status: Int
){
}
override fun onCharacteristicChanged(
gatt: BluetoothGatt?,
characteristic: BluetoothGattCharacteristic?
){
super.onCharacteristicChanged(gatt, characteristic)
//Create new String to store
var newInput = characteristic?.value?.toHexString()
if (newInput?.length==4){
}
if (newInput?.length!=4){
runOnUiThread {
Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Invalid Input", Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show()
}
}
else if (newInput?.get(0)=='0'){
Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Settings acknowledged",
Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show()
}
else if (newInput?.get(0)=='1'){
val newReading = "$speed/$distance,$time>~"
val existingValue = retrieveStoredString()
storeData(existingValue.plus(newReading))
//updateData()
toUpdate=1;
speed = 0;
distance = 0;
time =0;
}
else if (newInput?.get(0)=='2'){
speed = Integer.parseInt(newInput?.subSequence(1, 4).toString(), 16)
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}
else if (newInput?.get(0)=='3'){
distance = Integer.parseInt(newInput?.subSequence(1, 4).toString(), 16)
}
else if (newInput?.get(0)=='4'){
time = Integer.parseInt(newInput?.subSequence(1, 4).toString(), 16)
}
updateActive()
}
}
//PART C: INTERFACING
// These UUIDs are hardcoded for the specific chip in use.
private val characteristicUUID= UUID.fromString ("0000ffe1-0000-1000-8000-00805f9b34fb")
private val serviceUUID = UUID.fromString
("0000ffe0-0000-1000-8000-00805f9b34fb")
private val actualcharacteristic by lazy {
bluetoothGatt?.getService(serviceUUID)?.getCharacteristic(characteristicUUID) }
//This is correctly formatted; any changes to format result in a failure to run.
//Reading from this just gets us the MAC address, while a write without response will display to the pic
//private val transmitUUID = UUID.fromString("0000ffe1-0000-1000-8000-00805f9b34fb")
//We create a scanCallback, which we'll use to actually read the results of our scans
private val scanCallback = object : ScanCallback() { //Additionally, overwriting onScanResult will let
us personalize what exactly we want this thing to do.
override fun onScanResult(callbackType: Int, result: ScanResult) {
with(result.device) {
//This if statement relies on the fact that for now we have exactly 1 device targeted. A
production version of the system would need a more intelligent approach.
if (result.device.address == targetDeviceAddress)
{
//Connect to target
connect(result.device) //$$1c
sleep(100)
printServices()
}
}
//Note that while this function is never called, it is activated any time the scancallback finds
something
}
}
//PART D: DISPLAY
//Again, this is lazy because if it's not, it tries to initialize before the Scan_Button
//Even properly exists, breaking the system.
private val ScanText by lazy {
findViewById<Button>(R.id.Scan_Button)
}//This will let us put text into the box marked 'ScanButton'
//END OF SECTION 1: VARIABLES/VALUES
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//SECTION 2: PERMISSIONS
//Type: Permission
//A generic way of asking for a permission.
private fun Activity.requestPermission(permission: String, requestCode: Int) {
ActivityCompat.requestPermissions(this, arrayOf(permission), requestCode)
}
//This value essentially holds the boolean of whether we have the fine location permission
//(Note that this is *required* for certain versions)
private val isLocationPermissionGranted
get() = hasPermission(Manifest.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION)
//We do that using this function.
private fun Context.hasPermission(permissionType: String): Boolean {
return ContextCompat.checkSelfPermission(this, permissionType) ==
PackageManager.PERMISSION_GRANTED
}
//The 'onResume' function is essentially what happens when you tab out of the app
//Or specifically, when you tab back in.
override fun onResume() {
super.onResume() //Does what it always does,
//But in addition, prompts for bluetooth enable.
//If we've found that bluetooth isn't enabled.
if (!bluetoothAdapter.isEnabled) {
promptEnableBluetooth()
}
//Note that if bluetooth was already enabled, nothing has changed.
}
//Essentially, this is our local function that *will* yell at you until you enable bluetooth
//We do what we do, and in the case where the result of that prompt-enable bluetooth doesn't come
through
//We ask again.
//Which can cause this again. It may be wise to work in some flexibility there, later.
//Especially since certain functionalities are still usable sans bluetooth
override fun onActivityResult(requestCode: Int, resultCode: Int, data: Intent?) {
super.onActivityResult(requestCode, resultCode, data)
when (requestCode) {
ENABLE_BLUETOOTH_REQUEST_CODE -> {
if (resultCode != RESULT_OK) {
promptEnableBluetooth()
}
}
}
}
//And the actual prompting is implemented here
private fun promptEnableBluetooth() {
//This if statement is technically redundant with our 'on resume' call
//But for now, we're leaving it in.
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if (!bluetoothAdapter.isEnabled) {
val enableBtIntent = Intent(BluetoothAdapter.ACTION_REQUEST_ENABLE)
//So, we generate an intent based on our Bluetooth adapter
startActivityForResult(enableBtIntent, ENABLE_BLUETOOTH_REQUEST_CODE)
//And then we send it out
}
}
//END OF SECTION 2: PERMISSIONS
//SECTION 3: CONNECTION
//Type: Connection
//Takes in a view because otherwise it's not allowed as an 'onclick' function
//Also possible to make an 'onClickListener.' Something to consider for later,
//especially since it's now far more difficult to call this without the user pressing a button.
fun toggleConnection(view: View) {
//If we're in a version where it matters:
if (Build.VERSION.SDK_INT >= Build.VERSION_CODES.M && !isLocationPermissionGranted)
{
//We'll ping the user to ask for the permissions we need.
requestLocationPermission()
}
else if (connActivated){
stopBleScan()
//We'll use a disconnect to ensure that we're disconnected
bluetoothGatt?.close()
}
else if (!connActivated){
startBleScan() //$$1a
// Now we can immediately get to work checking services
}//Note! This currently connects due to the fact that our 'onscanresult' connects when it finds what
it's looking for.
}
private fun startBleScan(){ //$$1b
bleScanner.startScan(null, scanSettings, scanCallback)
connActivated=true;
}
private fun stopBleScan() {
bleScanner.stopScan(scanCallback)
connActivated=false
}
private fun requestLocationPermission() {
//If we have the permission, just forget the whole thing
if (isLocationPermissionGranted) {
return
}
//Otherwise, we better ask.
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requestPermission(Manifest.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION,LOCATION_PERMISSION_RE
QUEST_CODE)
return
}

//Type: Connection
private fun connect(found: BluetoothDevice){
//Stop scanning upon finding our target
bleScanner.stopScan(scanCallback)
//And then connect to the device we've found
found.connectGatt(this, false, gattCallback)
// Now we can immediately get to work checking services
sleep(100)
}
//END OF SECTION 3: CONNECTION
//SECTION 4: INTERFACING
//Type: Interfacing
fun ByteArray.toHexString(): String =
joinToString(separator = "", prefix = "") { String.format("%02X", it) }
//Type: Interfacing
private fun BluetoothGattCharacteristic.isReadable(): Boolean =
containsProperty(BluetoothGattCharacteristic.PROPERTY_READ)
//Type: Interfacing
private fun BluetoothGattCharacteristic.isWritable(): Boolean =
containsProperty(BluetoothGattCharacteristic.PROPERTY_WRITE)
//Type: Interfacing
private fun BluetoothGattCharacteristic.isWritableWithoutResponse(): Boolean =
containsProperty(BluetoothGattCharacteristic.PROPERTY_WRITE_NO_RESPONSE)
//Type: Interfacing
private fun BluetoothGattCharacteristic.isNotifiable(): Boolean =
containsProperty(BluetoothGattCharacteristic.PROPERTY_NOTIFY)
//Type: Interfacing
private fun BluetoothGattCharacteristic.containsProperty(property: Int): Boolean {
return properties and property != 0
}
//Type: Interfacing
fun transmit(view:View) {
actualcharacteristic?.setValue(byteArrayOf(0b10000000.toByte()))
val writeType = when {
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actualcharacteristic?.isWritable() == true ->
BluetoothGattCharacteristic.WRITE_TYPE_DEFAULT
actualcharacteristic?.isWritableWithoutResponse() == true ->
BluetoothGattCharacteristic.WRITE_TYPE_NO_RESPONSE
else -> 0
}
actualcharacteristic?.writeType=writeType
if(actualcharacteristic?.isWritableWithoutResponse()==true) {
bluetoothGatt?.writeCharacteristic(actualcharacteristic)
sleep(100)
}
else if (actualcharacteristic?.isWritable()==true) {
bluetoothGatt?.writeCharacteristic(actualcharacteristic)
sleep(100)
}
else{
Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Could not transmit request",
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show()
}
//state.text="Writable: "+actualcharacteristic?.isWritable().toString()+"\nW/out Response:
"+actualcharacteristic?.isWritableWithoutResponse().toString()+"\nReadable:
"+actualcharacteristic?.isReadable().toString()
}
//END OF SECTION 4: INTERFACING
//SECTION 5: DISPLAY
//Type: Display
//This must be called before you can transmit or receive, due to the fact that without the 'discover
services' below, the system doesn't have any idea whether the HM10
//can send, or receive on any given service.
fun printServices ( view: View){
bluetoothGatt?.printGattTable()
}
fun printServices (){
bluetoothGatt?.printGattTable()
}
//Type: Display
fun BluetoothGatt.printGattTable() {
//Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "1", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show()
this.discoverServices()
//This is never what you want to use. Ideally, you should have it just... Notice when the thing
arrives.
//But this is good enough for the vast majority of cases, and it's simpler.
sleep(100)
if (services.isEmpty()) {
Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Failure to resume; retry connection",
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show()
return
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}
else {
Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Connection confirmed", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show()
}
this.setCharacteristicNotification(actualcharacteristic, true)
}
//END OF SECTION 5: Display
fun resumeState(){
var file = File(filesDir.absolutePath, storageLocation)
var fileExists = file.exists()
if (fileExists) {
Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Welcome back", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show()
var fileInputStream: FileInputStream? = null
fileInputStream = openFileInput(storageLocation)
var inputStreamReader: InputStreamReader = InputStreamReader(fileInputStream)
val bufferedReader: BufferedReader = BufferedReader(inputStreamReader)
val stringBuilder: StringBuilder = StringBuilder()
var text: String? = null
while ({ text = bufferedReader.readLine(); text }() != null) {
stringBuilder.append(text)
}
}
else{
Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "New User", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show()
val fileOutputStream:FileOutputStream
try {
fileOutputStream = openFileOutput(storageLocation, MODE_PRIVATE)
fileOutputStream.write(0)
} catch (e: FileNotFoundException){
e.printStackTrace()
}catch (e: NumberFormatException){
e.printStackTrace()
}catch (e: IOException){
e.printStackTrace()
}catch (e: Exception){
e.printStackTrace()
}
}
}
fun storeData(data: String ){
//val file:String = fileName.text.toString()
//val data:String = fileData.text.toString()
val fileOutputStream:FileOutputStream
try {
fileOutputStream = openFileOutput(storageLocation, MODE_PRIVATE)
fileOutputStream.write(data.toByteArray())
} catch (e: FileNotFoundException){
e.printStackTrace()
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}catch (e: NumberFormatException){
e.printStackTrace()
}catch (e: IOException){
e.printStackTrace()
}catch (e: Exception){
e.printStackTrace()
}
}
fun retrieveStoredString(): String {
var file = File(filesDir.absolutePath, storageLocation)
var fileExists = file.exists()
if (fileExists) {
var fileInputStream: FileInputStream? = null
fileInputStream = openFileInput(storageLocation)
var inputStreamReader: InputStreamReader = InputStreamReader(fileInputStream)
val bufferedReader: BufferedReader = BufferedReader(inputStreamReader)
val stringBuilder: StringBuilder = StringBuilder()
var text: String? = null
while ({ text = bufferedReader.readLine(); text }() != null) {
stringBuilder.append(text)
}
return stringBuilder.toString()
}
else{
return ""
}
}
fun Double.format(digits: Int) = "%.${digits}f".format(this)
val data = ArrayList<ItemsViewModel>()
//var formattedSpeed = String.format("%.2f", 0)
private fun updateData(){
val recyclerView = findViewById<RecyclerView>(R.id.recyclerView)
recyclerView.layoutManager = LinearLayoutManager(this)

var startIndex=0;
var endIndex=0;
rides = 1
var file = File(filesDir.absolutePath, storageLocation)
var fileExists = file.exists()
if (fileExists) {
var fileInputStream: FileInputStream? = null
fileInputStream = openFileInput(storageLocation)
var inputStreamReader: InputStreamReader = InputStreamReader(fileInputStream)
val bufferedReader: BufferedReader = BufferedReader(inputStreamReader)
val stringBuilder: StringBuilder = StringBuilder()
var text: String? = null
while ({ text = bufferedReader.readLine(); text }() != null) {
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stringBuilder.append(text)
}
val toParse = stringBuilder.toString()
var nonIntDistance = 0.0
while (endIndex<toParse.length){
// speed
if (toParse.get(endIndex) == '/'){
speed = Integer.parseInt(toParse.subSequence(startIndex,endIndex).toString(), 10)
//formattedSpeed = String.format("%.2f", speed)
startIndex=endIndex+1
}
//Distance
else if (toParse.get(endIndex) == ','){
distance = Integer.parseInt(toParse.subSequence(startIndex,endIndex).toString(), 10)
nonIntDistance = distance.toDouble()/16.0
startIndex=endIndex+1
}
// Time required in minutes
else if (toParse.get(endIndex) == '>'){
time = Integer.parseInt(toParse.subSequence(startIndex,endIndex).toString(), 10)
startIndex=endIndex+1
}
//Prep entries:
var stringB : StringBuilder= StringBuilder()
if (1==1){
stringB.append("#$rides: ")
}
// Speed settings
if (activeSettings[2]=='1'){
if (activeSettings[0]=='1'){
if (activeSettings[1]=='1'){
stringB.append("Maximum Speed: $speed m/s\n")
}
else{
var kmph = (speed*1.0) *(3600.0/1000.0)
stringB.append("Maximum Speed: ${kmph.format(0)} km/hr\n")
}
}
else{
if (activeSettings[1]=='1'){
var fps = (speed * 3.28)
stringB.append("Maximum Speed: ${fps.format(0)} ft/sec\n")
}
else{
var mph = (speed *3.28) * (3600.0/5280.0)
stringB.append("Maximum Speed: ${mph.format(0)} mph\n")
}
}
}
// Distance Settings
// If they're active:
if (activeSettings[3]=='1'){
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// If they're metric:
if (activeSettings[0]=='1'){
stringB.append("Distance: ${nonIntDistance.format(1)} km\n")
}
// If they're imperial
else{
stringB.append("Distance: ${(nonIntDistance*.6213).format(1)} miles\n")
}
}
// Time Settings
// If they're active
if (activeSettings[4]=='1'){
stringB.append("Duration: $time minutes\n")
}
// Calorie Settings
// If they're active
if (activeSettings[5]=='1'){
stringB.append("Calories: ${(nonIntDistance*.6213*60).format(0)}")
}
// End of entry notifier
if (toParse.get(endIndex) == '~'){
data.add(ItemsViewModel(R.drawable.ic_baseline_folder_24, stringB.toString()))
speed = 0
distance = 0
time = 0
startIndex=endIndex+1
rides++
}
endIndex++
}
}
else{
Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "New User", Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show()
val fileOutputStream:FileOutputStream
try {
fileOutputStream = openFileOutput(storageLocation, MODE_PRIVATE)
fileOutputStream.write("35/25,120>~27/15,123>~99/61,119>~".toByteArray()) // This is a
sample set of data so we can prove things work
} catch (e: FileNotFoundException){
e.printStackTrace()
}catch (e: NumberFormatException){
e.printStackTrace()
}catch (e: IOException){
e.printStackTrace()
}catch (e: Exception){
e.printStackTrace()
}
//Toast.makeText(applicationContext,"data save",Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show()
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}
var adapter = CustomAdapter(data)
recyclerView.adapter = adapter
}
fun goToSettings (view: View){
val intent = Intent(this, SettingsActivity::class.java)
if (connActivated) {
toggleConnection(view)
}
with (intent){
putExtra("Settings", activeSettings)
putExtra("settingsStorageLocation", settingsLocation)
}
startActivity(intent)
}
fun getSettings() : String{
var file = File(filesDir.absolutePath, settingsLocation)
var fileExists = file.exists()
if (fileExists) {
var fileInputStream: FileInputStream? = null
fileInputStream = openFileInput(settingsLocation)
var inputStreamReader: InputStreamReader = InputStreamReader(fileInputStream)
val bufferedReader: BufferedReader = BufferedReader(inputStreamReader)
val stringBuilder: StringBuilder = StringBuilder()
var text: String? = null
while ({ text = bufferedReader.readLine(); text }() != null) {
stringBuilder.append(text)
}
return stringBuilder.toString()
}
else {
val fileOutputStream: FileOutputStream
try {
fileOutputStream = openFileOutput(settingsLocation, MODE_PRIVATE)
fileOutputStream.write(defaultSettings.toByteArray()) // This is a sample set of data so we can
prove things work
} catch (e: FileNotFoundException) {
e.printStackTrace()
} catch (e: NumberFormatException) {
e.printStackTrace()
} catch (e: IOException) {
e.printStackTrace()
} catch (e: Exception) {
e.printStackTrace()
}
}
return defaultSettings
}
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fun updateActive(){
var stringB : StringBuilder= StringBuilder()
var active = findViewById<TextView>(R.id.activeData)
var nonIntDistance = distance.toDouble()/16.0
// Speed settings
if (activeSettings[2]=='1'){
if (activeSettings[0]=='1'){
if (activeSettings[1]=='1'){
stringB.append("Maximum Speed: $speed m/s\n")
}
else{
var kmph = (speed*1.0) *(3600.0/1000.0)
stringB.append("Maximum Speed: ${kmph.format(0)} km/hr\n")
}
}
else{
if (activeSettings[1]=='1'){
var fps = (speed * 3.28)
stringB.append("Maximum Speed: ${fps.format(0)} ft/sec\n")
}
else{
var mph = (speed *3.28) * (3600.0/5280.0)
stringB.append("Maximum Speed: ${mph.format(0)} mph\n")
}
}
}
// Distance Settings
// If they're active:
if (activeSettings[3]=='1'){
// If they're metric:
if (activeSettings[0]=='1'){
stringB.append("Distance: ${nonIntDistance.format(1)} km\n")
}
// If they're imperial
else{
stringB.append("Distance: ${(nonIntDistance*.6213).format(1)} miles\n")
}
}
// Time Settings
// If they're active
if (activeSettings[4]=='1'){
stringB.append("Duration: $time minutes\n")
}
// Calorie Settings
// If they're active
if (activeSettings[5]=='1'){
stringB.append("Calories: ${(nonIntDistance*.6213*60).format(0)}")
}
active.text =stringB.toString()
if (toUpdate==1){
data.add(ItemsViewModel(R.drawable.ic_baseline_folder_24, stringB.toString()))
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toUpdate=0;
val recyclerView = findViewById<RecyclerView>(R.id.recyclerView)
recyclerView.layoutManager = LinearLayoutManager(this)
//recyclerView.
var adapter = CustomAdapter(data)
recyclerView.adapter = adapter
}
}
var speed = 0
var distance = 0
var time = 0
var rides = 1
var activeSettings = ""
override fun onCreate(savedInstanceState: Bundle?) {
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState)
setContentView(R.layout.activity_main)
activeSettings = getSettings()
updateData()
updateActive()
Toast.makeText(applicationContext,activeSettings,Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show()
}
}

Figure 51: Implementation of code to handle main activity in bluetooth application.
12.5: Layout for settings activity in Bluetooth Application
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<androidx.constraintlayout.widget.ConstraintLayout
xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
xmlns:app="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res-auto"
xmlns:tools="http://schemas.android.com/tools"
android:id="@+id/receive"
android:layout_width="match_parent"
android:layout_height="match_parent"
tools:context=".MainActivity">
<Button
android:id="@+id/Scan_Button"
android:layout_width="wrap_content"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:onClick="toggleConnection"
android:text="Scan/Connect"
app:layout_constraintBottom_toBottomOf="parent"
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app:layout_constraintEnd_toEndOf="parent" />
<TextView
android:id="@+id/detection"
android:layout_width="98dp"
android:layout_height="50dp"
android:text="Detection Status"
app:layout_constraintEnd_toEndOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintStart_toStartOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintTop_toTopOf="parent" />
<TextView
android:id="@+id/connection"
android:layout_width="99dp"
android:layout_height="53dp"
android:layout_marginTop="8dp"
android:text="Connection Status:"
app:layout_constraintEnd_toEndOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintHorizontal_bias="0.496"
app:layout_constraintStart_toStartOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/detection" />
<Button
android:id="@+id/transmitButton"
android:layout_width="wrap_content"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:onClick="transmit"
android:text="Transmit"
app:layout_constraintEnd_toEndOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/connection" />
<Button
android:id="@+id/button"
android:layout_width="wrap_content"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:onClick="printServices"
android:text="Detect Services"
app:layout_constraintBottom_toBottomOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintStart_toStartOf="parent" />
<Button
android:id="@+id/receivebutton"
android:layout_width="114dp"
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android:layout_height="45dp"
android:layout_marginTop="100dp"
android:onClick="receive"
android:text="Receive"
app:layout_constraintEnd_toEndOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/transmitButton" />
<TextView
android:id="@+id/characteristics"
android:layout_width="237dp"
android:layout_height="85dp"
android:text="Characteristic Status
app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/connection"
tools:layout_editor_absoluteX="16dp" />
<TextView
android:id="@+id/received"
android:layout_width="231dp"
android:layout_height="86dp"
android:layout_marginTop="48dp"
android:text="Received Data"
app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/characteristics"
tools:layout_editor_absoluteX="16dp" />
<TextView
android:id="@+id/services"
android:layout_width="360dp"
android:layout_height="154dp"
app:layout_constraintBottom_toTopOf="@+id/button"
app:layout_constraintEnd_toEndOf="parent"
app:layout_constraintStart_toStartOf="parent" />
</androidx.constraintlayout.widget.ConstraintLayout>
Figure 52: XML layout for the application code in 12.6. (JB)
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Figure 53: Visual representation of XML layout for the application code in 12.6. (JB)
12.6: Application code for settings activity in Bluetooth Application
package com.example.sbamsbluetooth1
import android.widget.Switch
import java.io.FileNotFoundException
import java.io.FileOutputStream
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import java.io.IOException
import android.Manifest
import android.app.Activity
import android.bluetooth.*
import android.bluetooth.le.ScanCallback
import android.bluetooth.le.ScanResult
import android.bluetooth.le.ScanSettings
import android.content.Context
import android.content.Intent
import android.content.pm.PackageManager
import android.os.Build
import androidx.appcompat.app.AppCompatActivity
import android.os.Bundle
import android.os.SystemClock.sleep
import android.view.View
import android.widget.Button
import android.widget.TextView
import androidx.core.app.ActivityCompat
import androidx.core.content.ContextCompat
import java.util.*
import android.widget.EditText
import android.widget.Toast
import java.io.*
//We need a number assigned to these, but any positive integer will work.
private const val ENABLE_BLUETOOTH_REQUEST_CODE = 1
private const val LOCATION_PERMISSION_REQUEST_CODE = 3
private const val targetDeviceAddress = "D4:36:39:DE:44:65"
class SettingsActivity : AppCompatActivity() {
//SECTION 1: VARIABLES/VALUES
//PART A: PERMISSIONS
//PART B: CONNECTION
private var bluetoothGatt: BluetoothGatt? = null
private var connStatus = 0
set(value) {
//And make it so whenever it gets set, the text on the button switches to match.
//As long as we keep 'connActive' appropriate to the reality of the situation.
//Our button will always tell us the truth.
field = value
runOnUiThread {
if (value==1) Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Successfully Connected",
Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show()
else if (value ==2) Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Connection Failed",
Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show()
else if (value==3) Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Connection Broken",
Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show()
}
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}
//Essentially, we create a value to track whether we're trying to connect to the HM10
//This stores whether we're trying to get connected or not.
private var connActivated = false
set(value) {
//And make it so whenever it gets set, the text on the button switches to match.
//As long as we keep 'connActive' appropriate to the reality of the situation.
//Our button will always tell us the truth.
field = value
runOnUiThread {
connButton.text = if (value) "Disconnect" else "Connect"
}
//Note that for now, this may not always be accurate due to a lack of certainty regarding
disconnects
}
//This sets our settings for scanning.
private val scanSettings = ScanSettings.Builder()
.setScanMode(ScanSettings.SCAN_MODE_LOW_LATENCY) //Specifies that we're scanning hard.
//Likely, we'll switch to low power when speed of access becomes less of an issue (E.G. Not during
demonstration)
.build()
private val bleScanner by lazy {
bluetoothAdapter.bluetoothLeScanner
}//Likewise, we create our scanner using this.
//Essentially, sets up a bluetoothAdapter object to be set up only when it's actually needed.
//Note: Lazy declarations are valuable when it's necessary to initialize something after the 'oncreate'
has happened
private val bluetoothAdapter: BluetoothAdapter by lazy {
//We call upon a system service in the abstract
//And then cast it to a 'BluetoothManager' (Which it should already be), and store it
val bluetoothManager = getSystemService(BLUETOOTH_SERVICE) as BluetoothManager
bluetoothManager.adapter
//And, just by calling upon it, it now exists.
}
private val gattCallback= object : BluetoothGattCallback(){
override fun onConnectionStateChange(gatt: BluetoothGatt, status: Int, newState: Int) {
if (status == BluetoothGatt.GATT_SUCCESS) {
if (newState == BluetoothProfile.STATE_CONNECTED) {
connStatus=1
// We need to store a reference to this, so we can use it to interface.
bluetoothGatt = gatt
} else if (newState == BluetoothProfile.STATE_DISCONNECTED) {
connStatus=2
gatt.close()
}
} else {
connStatus=3
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gatt.close()
}
}
//Don't think this one needs overridden anymore
override fun onCharacteristicRead(
gatt: BluetoothGatt,
characteristic: BluetoothGattCharacteristic,
status: Int
){
}
override fun onCharacteristicChanged(
gatt: BluetoothGatt?,
characteristic: BluetoothGattCharacteristic?
){
super.onCharacteristicChanged(gatt, characteristic)
}
}
//PART C: INTERFACING
private val characteristicUUID= UUID.fromString ("0000ffe1-0000-1000-8000-00805f9b34fb")
private val serviceUUID = UUID.fromString
("0000ffe0-0000-1000-8000-00805f9b34fb")
private val actualcharacteristic by lazy {
bluetoothGatt?.getService(serviceUUID)?.getCharacteristic(characteristicUUID) }
//This is correctly formatted; any changes to format result in a failure to run.
//Reading from this just gets us the MAC address, while a write without response will display to the pic
//private val transmitUUID = UUID.fromString("0000ffe1-0000-1000-8000-00805f9b34fb")
//We create a scanCallback, which we'll use to actually read the results of our scans
private val scanCallback = object : ScanCallback() { //Additionally, overwriting onScanResult will let
us personalize what exactly we want this thing to do.
override fun onScanResult(callbackType: Int, result: ScanResult) {
with(result.device) {
//This if statement relies on the fact that for now we have exactly 1 device targeted. A
production version of the system would need a more intelligent approach.
if (result.device.address == targetDeviceAddress)
{
//val detectNotifier = findViewById<TextView>(R.id.detection)
//detectNotifier.text = "Found the one we wanted!"
//Connect to target
connect(result.device) //$$1c
sleep(100)
printServices()
}
}
//Note that while this function is never called, it is activated any time the scancallback finds
something
}
}
//PART D: DISPLAY
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//Again, this is lazy because if it's not, it tries to initialize before the Scan_Button
//Even properly exists, breaking the system.
private val connButton by lazy {
findViewById<Button>(R.id.settingsConnect)
}//This will let us put text into the box marked 'ScanButton'
//END OF SECTION 1: VARIABLES/VALUES
//SECTION 2: PERMISSIONS
//Type: Permission
//A generic way of asking for a permission.
private fun Activity.requestPermission(permission: String, requestCode: Int) {
ActivityCompat.requestPermissions(this, arrayOf(permission), requestCode)
}
//This value essentially holds the boolean of whether we have the fine location permission
//(Note that this is *required* for certain versions)
private val isLocationPermissionGranted
get() = hasPermission(Manifest.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION)
//We do that using this function.
private fun Context.hasPermission(permissionType: String): Boolean {
return ContextCompat.checkSelfPermission(this, permissionType) ==
PackageManager.PERMISSION_GRANTED
}
//The 'onResume' function is essentially what happens when you tab out of the app
//Or specifically, when you tab back in.
override fun onResume() {
super.onResume() //Does what it always does,
//But in addition, prompts for bluetooth enable.
//If we've found that bluetooth isn't enabled.
if (!bluetoothAdapter.isEnabled) {
promptEnableBluetooth()
}
//Note that if bluetooth was already enabled, nothing has changed.
}
//Essentially, this is our local function that *will* yell at you until you enable bluetooth
//We do what we do, and in the case where the result of that prompt-enable bluetooth doesn't come
through
//We ask again.
//Which can cause this again. It may be wise to work in some flexibility there, later.
//Especially since certain functionalities are still usable sans bluetooth
override fun onActivityResult(requestCode: Int, resultCode: Int, data: Intent?) {
super.onActivityResult(requestCode, resultCode, data)
when (requestCode) {
ENABLE_BLUETOOTH_REQUEST_CODE -> {
if (resultCode != RESULT_OK) {
promptEnableBluetooth()
}
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}
}
}
//And the actual prompting is implemented here
private fun promptEnableBluetooth() {
//This if statement is technically redundant with our 'on resume' call
//But for now, we're leaving it in.
if (!bluetoothAdapter.isEnabled) {
val enableBtIntent = Intent(BluetoothAdapter.ACTION_REQUEST_ENABLE)
//So, we generate an intent based on our Bluetooth adapter
startActivityForResult(enableBtIntent, ENABLE_BLUETOOTH_REQUEST_CODE)
//And then we send it out
}
}
//END OF SECTION 2: PERMISSIONS
//SECTION 3: CONNECTION
//Type: Connection
//Takes in a view because otherwise it's not allowed as an 'onclick' function
//Also possible to make an 'onClickListener.' Something to consider for later,
//especially since it's now far more difficult to call this without the user pressing a button.
fun toggleConnection(view: View) {
//If we're in a version where it matters:
if (Build.VERSION.SDK_INT >= Build.VERSION_CODES.M && !isLocationPermissionGranted)
{
//We'll ping the user to ask for the permissions we need.
requestLocationPermission()
}
else if (connActivated){
stopBleScan()
//We'll use a disconnect to ensure that we're disconnected
bluetoothGatt?.close()
}
else if (!connActivated){
startBleScan() //$$1a
// Now we can immediately get to work checking services
}//Note! This currently connects due to the fact that our 'onscanresult' connects when it finds what
it's looking for.
}
fun toggleConnection() {
//If we're in a version where it matters:
if (Build.VERSION.SDK_INT >= Build.VERSION_CODES.M && !isLocationPermissionGranted)
{
//We'll ping the user to ask for the permissions we need.
requestLocationPermission()
}
else if (connActivated){
stopBleScan()
//We'll use a disconnect to ensure that we're disconnected
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bluetoothGatt?.close()
}
else if (!connActivated){
startBleScan() //$$1a
// Now we can immediately get to work checking services
}//Note! This currently connects due to the fact that our 'onscanresult' connects when it finds what
it's looking for.
}
private fun startBleScan(){ //$$1b
bleScanner.startScan(null, scanSettings, scanCallback)
connActivated=true;
}
private fun stopBleScan() {
bleScanner.stopScan(scanCallback)
connActivated=false
}
private fun requestLocationPermission() {
//If we have the permission, just forget the whole thing
if (isLocationPermissionGranted) {
return
}
//Otherwise, we better ask.
requestPermission(Manifest.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION,LOCATION_PERMISSION_RE
QUEST_CODE)
return
}

//Type: Connection
private fun connect(found: BluetoothDevice){
//Stop scanning upon finding our target
bleScanner.stopScan(scanCallback)
//And then connect to the device we've found
found.connectGatt(this, false, gattCallback)
// Now we can immediately get to work checking services
sleep(100)
}
//END OF SECTION 3: CONNECTION
//SECTION 4: INTERFACING
//Type: Interfacing
fun ByteArray.toHexString(): String =
joinToString(separator = "", prefix = "") { String.format("%02X", it) }
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//Type: Interfacing
private fun BluetoothGattCharacteristic.isReadable(): Boolean =
containsProperty(BluetoothGattCharacteristic.PROPERTY_READ)
//Type: Interfacing
private fun BluetoothGattCharacteristic.isWritable(): Boolean =
containsProperty(BluetoothGattCharacteristic.PROPERTY_WRITE)
//Type: Interfacing
private fun BluetoothGattCharacteristic.isWritableWithoutResponse(): Boolean =
containsProperty(BluetoothGattCharacteristic.PROPERTY_WRITE_NO_RESPONSE)
//Type: Interfacing
private fun BluetoothGattCharacteristic.isNotifiable(): Boolean =
containsProperty(BluetoothGattCharacteristic.PROPERTY_NOTIFY)
//Type: Interfacing
private fun BluetoothGattCharacteristic.containsProperty(property: Int): Boolean {
return properties and property != 0
}
//Type: Interfacing
fun transmit(value:Int) {
//val state = findViewById<TextView>(R.id.characteristics)
val sender = byteArrayOf(value.toByte())
//actualcharacteristic?.setValue("123")
actualcharacteristic?.setValue(sender)
//actualcharacteristic?.setValue(byteArrayOf(0x00.toByte()))
val writeType = when {
actualcharacteristic?.isWritable() == true ->
BluetoothGattCharacteristic.WRITE_TYPE_DEFAULT
actualcharacteristic?.isWritableWithoutResponse() == true ->
BluetoothGattCharacteristic.WRITE_TYPE_NO_RESPONSE
else -> 0
}
actualcharacteristic?.writeType=writeType
if(actualcharacteristic?.isWritableWithoutResponse()==true) {
bluetoothGatt?.writeCharacteristic(actualcharacteristic)
sleep(100)
}
else if (actualcharacteristic?.isWritable()==true) {
bluetoothGatt?.writeCharacteristic(actualcharacteristic)
sleep(100)
}
else{
}
//state.text="Writable: "+actualcharacteristic?.isWritable().toString()+"\nW/out Response:
"+actualcharacteristic?.isWritableWithoutResponse().toString()+"\nReadable:
"+actualcharacteristic?.isReadable().toString()
}
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//END OF SECTION 4: INTERFACING
//SECTION 5: DISPLAY
//Type: Display
//This must be called before you can transmit or receive, due to the fact that without the 'discover
services' below, the system doesn't have any idea whether the HM10
//can send, or receive on any given service.
fun printServices ( view: View){
bluetoothGatt?.printGattTable()
}
fun printServices (){
bluetoothGatt?.printGattTable()
}
//Type: Display
fun BluetoothGatt.printGattTable() {
//Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "1", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show()
//val serviceText = findViewById<TextView>(R.id.services)
this.discoverServices()
//This is never what you want to use. Ideally, you should have it just... Notice when the thing
arrives.
//But this is good enough for the vast majority of cases, and it's simpler.
sleep(100)
if (services.isEmpty()) {
Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Failure to resume; retry connection",
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show()
return
}
else {
Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Connection secured", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show()
}
this.setCharacteristicNotification(actualcharacteristic, true)
}

fun storeSettings(data: String ){
//val file:String = fileName.text.toString()
//val data:String = fileData.text.toString()
val fileOutputStream: FileOutputStream
try {
fileOutputStream = openFileOutput(settingsLocation, MODE_PRIVATE)
fileOutputStream.write(data.toByteArray())
} catch (e: FileNotFoundException){
e.printStackTrace()
}catch (e: NumberFormatException){
e.printStackTrace()
}catch (e: IOException){
e.printStackTrace()
}catch (e: Exception){
e.printStackTrace()
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}
}
fun saveSettings(view : View){
// Take in the current statuses of the switches.
// read each as 1 or 0, then stick them together
val stringBuilder: StringBuilder = StringBuilder()
var settings = 3
val testText = findViewById<TextView>(R.id.textView2)
settings*=2
val dUnitSwitch = findViewById<Switch>(R.id.speedSwitch)
if (dUnitSwitch.isChecked){
stringBuilder.append('1')
settings++;
}
else{
stringBuilder.append('0')
}
settings*=2
val tUnitSwitch = findViewById<Switch>(R.id.timeIncrement)
if (tUnitSwitch.isChecked){
settings++;
stringBuilder.append('1')
}
else{
stringBuilder.append('0')
}
settings*=2
val sSwitch = findViewById<Switch>(R.id.speedShow)
if(sSwitch.isChecked){
stringBuilder.append('1')
settings++;
}
else{
stringBuilder.append('0')
}
settings*=2
val dSwitch = findViewById<Switch>(R.id.distShow)
if(dSwitch.isChecked){
stringBuilder.append('1')
settings++;
}
else{
stringBuilder.append('0')
}
settings*=2
val tSwitch = findViewById<Switch>(R.id.timeShow)
if (tSwitch.isChecked){
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stringBuilder.append('1')
settings++;
}
else{
stringBuilder.append('0')
}
settings*=2
val cSwitch = findViewById<Switch>(R.id.calShow)
if (cSwitch.isChecked){
stringBuilder.append('1')
settings++;
}
else{
stringBuilder.append('0')
}
Toast.makeText(applicationContext, "Settings updated: Please Restart",
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show()
storeSettings(stringBuilder.toString())
transmit(settings)
}
var activeSettings = ""
var settingsLocation = ""
override fun onCreate(savedInstanceState: Bundle?) {
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState)
setContentView(R.layout.activity_settings)
activeSettings = intent.getStringExtra("Settings").toString()
settingsLocation = intent.getStringExtra("settingsStorageLocation").toString()
val testText = findViewById<TextView>(R.id.textView2)
testText.text =activeSettings
if (testText.length()>=6){
val dUnitSwitch = findViewById<Switch>(R.id.speedSwitch)
dUnitSwitch.isChecked=(activeSettings[0]=='1');
val tUnitSwitch = findViewById<Switch>(R.id.timeIncrement)
tUnitSwitch.isChecked=(activeSettings[1]=='1');
val sSwitch = findViewById<Switch>(R.id.speedShow)
sSwitch.isChecked=(activeSettings[2]=='1');
val dSwitch = findViewById<Switch>(R.id.distShow)
dSwitch.isChecked=(activeSettings[3]=='1');
val tSwitch = findViewById<Switch>(R.id.timeShow)
tSwitch.isChecked=(activeSettings[4]=='1');
val cSwitch = findViewById<Switch>(R.id.calShow)
cSwitch.isChecked=(activeSettings[5]=='1');
}
}
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override fun onDestroy() {
super.onDestroy()
if (connActivated){
toggleConnection()
}
}
}

Figure 54: Kotlin implementation of settings activity of bluetooth application.
12.7: Physical Generator Testing and RPM Measurement

Figure 55: Test Setup for Determining the Generator Voltage Drop Under Load. (JA)
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Figure 56: Test Setup to Determine the Generator RPM and Bicycle Speed on the PIC
Using the LM2907. (JA)
// John Albrecht Generator tachometer and speedometer
// Started 11/1/2021
//Uses TI LM2907 to convert motor sine wave frequency voltage
//converts the voltage to RPM value
#include "mcc_generated_files/system.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
void initLCD(void) // Initialize LCD
{
T1CON=0x8030;
TMR1=0; while(TMR1<2000);
//initialize PMP
PMCON=0x8303;
PMMODE=0x03FF;
PMAEN=0x0001;
TRISA = 0xff00; // Setting the 8 least significant pins to outputs
PORTA = 0x0000;
PMADDR=0x0;
PMDIN1=0b00111000; // Display is two-line, 5x8 pixel, using 8 data lines
TMR1=0; while(TMR1<3);
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PMDIN1=0b00001100; // Display on with cursor off, not blinking
TMR1=0; while(TMR1<3);
PMDIN1=0b00000001; // Clears display and clears DDRAM address
TMR1=0; while(TMR1<100);
PMDIN1=0b00000110; // Sets cursor to increment and display fixed
TMR1=0; while(TMR1<3);
}
char dec2char(int x) // Converter function to convert decimal to char
{
if(x==0)
return '0';
if(x==1)
return '1';
if(x==2)
return '2';
if(x==3)
return '3';
if(x==4)
return '4';
if(x==5)
return '5';
if(x==6)
return '6';
if(x==7)
return '7';
if(x==8)
return '8';
if(x==9)
return '9';
if(x==10)
return 'A';
if(x==11)
return 'B';
if(x==12)
return 'C';
if(x==13)
return 'D';
if(x==14)
return 'E';
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if(x==15)
return 'F';
}
void row2LCD(void) // Function to shift the address to the bottom leftmost character
{
TMR1=0; while(TMR1<3);
PMADDR=0x0;
PMDIN1=0b11000000; //Sets the DDRAM address to the location 0x40
TMR1=0; while(TMR1<3);
}
char readLCD(int addr) // Function used to read the LCD registers
{
int dummy;
while(PMMODEbits.BUSY);
PMADDR=addr;
dummy=PMDIN1;
while(PMMODEbits.BUSY);
return(PMDIN1);
}
#define BusyLCD() readLCD(0) & 0x80
void writeLCD(int addr, char c) // Function used to write to the LCD
{
while(BusyLCD());
while(PMMODEbits.BUSY);
PMADDR=addr;
PMDIN1=c;
}
#define putLCD(d) writeLCD(1,(d))
void clrLCD(void) // Function to clear the LCD and clear the Address
{
TRISA = 0xff00; // setting the 8 least significant pins to outputs
PORTA = 0x0001; // setting portA pin 1 high to signal T
PMADDR=0x0;
PMDIN1=0b00000001; //Clears display and clears DDRAM address
TMR1=0; while(TMR1<3);
PORTA = 0x0000; // clearing portA pin 1
}
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void initADC(int amask) // Function to initialize the ADC
{
AD1PCFG = amask;
AD1CON1 = 0x00e0;
AD1CON2 = 0x0000;
AD1CON3 = 0x1F01;
AD1CSSL = 0;
AD1CON1bits.ADON=1;
}
int readADC(int ch) // Function used to read ADC input
{
AD1CHS = ch;
AD1CON1bits.SAMP=1;
while(!AD1CON1bits.DONE);
AD1CON1bits.DONE=0;
return ADC1BUF0;
}
int k=0;
void _ISRFAST _T3Interrupt(void)
{
if(PORTDbits.RD6==0)
{
OC1RS=375;
for(k=0;k<1200;k++);
}
if(k<30)
{
OC1RS=625;
k=k+1;
}
if(k==30)
{
OC1RS=375;
k=k+1;
}
if(k>30)
{
OC1RS=125;
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k=k+1;
}
if(k>=60)
k=0;
_T3IF=0;
}
float Hz, RPM, Speed, Average , inVolt;
long int potRAW,pot,vout, iRPM, iSpeed;
int q, q2, q3, r3, r2, r, r3, i;
int h1, h2, h3, hr1, hr2, hr3;
char charq2, charr2, charr;
char charh3, charh2, charh1;
int main(void)
{
SYSTEM_Initialize(); // initialize the device
initLCD(); // Initialize the LCD
T1CON=0x8030; // timer 1 initialized and set to 256 prescaler
//initADC(0xffdf); // Initialize the ADC for Potentiometer
initADC(0xfff7);
TRISA=0xff00;
TRISDbits.TRISD6=1;
T3CON=0x8020; //initialize timer 3 with 1:64 prescaler
PR3 = 5000-1; //PWM period of 20ms
OC1R=OC1RS=375;//set a 1.5ms Ton
OC1CON=0x000E;
_T3IF=0;
_T3IE=1;
while (1)
{
//potRAW = readADC(3); // read the ADC output Frequency to volt chip
//PORTA = potRAW;//display the ADC value with PORTA
//Averaging function, read 10 inputs and output the average
Average = 0;
for(i=0; i < 20; i++){
potRAW = readADC(3);
Average = Average + potRAW;
}
inVolt = Average / 20;
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vout = (inVolt * 330)/1023; // Equation to convert potRAW to the representative
voltage
Hz = (vout * 3.33); // Calculate Hz from ADC voltage
//RPM = (Hz * 8.57) * 2; // Converting Hz to RPM
RPM = (Hz * 17.14); // Converting Hz to RPM
iRPM = RPM; // casting the floating point to an integer
Speed = (RPM * 6.28) / 1056 ; // Calculate Speed from RPM
iSpeed = Speed ; // casting the floating point to an integer
q = iRPM / 10; // Separates each number in the RPM
r = iRPM % 10;
q2= q/10;
r2= q%10;
q3= q2/10;
r3= q2%10;
//PORTA = iRPM; // Make PortA output the RPM
putLCD(dec2char(q3)); //Outputting RPM
putLCD(dec2char(r3));
putLCD(dec2char(r2));
putLCD(dec2char(r));
putLCD(' ');
putLCD('R');
putLCD('P');
putLCD('M');
row2LCD();
h1 = iSpeed/10; // Separates each number in the speed
hr1 = iSpeed%10;
h2 = h1/10;
hr2 = h1%10;
//PORTA = iSpeed; // Make PortA output the Speed
putLCD(' ');
putLCD(' ');
putLCD(dec2char(hr2)); // Outputting the MPH
putLCD(dec2char(hr1));
putLCD(' ');
putLCD('M');
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putLCD('P');
putLCD('H');
TMR1 = 0; while(TMR1<10000); // wait about 1/3 a second to update
clrLCD();
}
return 1;
}
Figure 57: MPLAB Code to Output RPM and Speed (JA) and Sweeping the Servo. (DB)
% John Albrecht
% Senior Design Project Initial Simulations for Midterm
% Started on 9/18/2021
% Last Updated 10/30/2021 - Generator testing
clear all;
close all;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Plotting the range of possible distance sensors %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Different speeds that approaching vehicle is traveling
mph10 = 10;
mph20 = 20;
mph30 = 30;
mph40 = 40;
% Distance
distance = 0 : 1/10 : 140;
% Formulas
mph0 = distance / (mph10 * 1.467);
mph1 = distance / (mph20 * 1.467);
mph2 = distance / (mph30 * 1.467);
mph3 = distance / (mph40 * 1.467);
% Plotting
figure(1)
plot(distance, mph0)
hold on
plot(distance, mph1)
hold on
plot(distance, mph2)
hold on
plot(distance, mph3)
hold on
xline(32,'k--')
hold on
xline(131,'r--')
grid on
grid minor
title('Time Until Passing at Different Speeds')
xlabel('Distance From Cyclist (Feet)')
ylabel('Time Until Passing (Seconds)')
legend({'10mph', '20mph', '30mph', '40mph', 'Ultrasonic/Radar', 'Lidar'},'Location','northwest','NumColumns',4)
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Plotting for the Generator output %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Plots for the generator at different speeds
Kv0 = 160 ;
Kv1 = 200 ;
Kv2 = 240 ;
% Mph on the X-axis
mph = 0 : 1/10 : 35;
% Formulas
voltage0 = (((mph * 26.822) / 0.1196) / Kv0) ;
voltage1 = (((mph * 26.822) / 0.1196) / Kv1) ;
voltage2 = (((mph * 26.822) / 0.1196) / Kv2) ;
y0 = 35;
y1 = 8;
% Plotting
figure(2)
plot(mph, voltage0)
hold on
plot(mph, voltage1)
hold on
plot(mph, voltage2)
hold on
yline(5,'k--')
hold on
yline(40,'k--')
grid on
grid minor
title('Brushless Generator Voltage produced at Different Speeds')
xlabel('Speed (Mph)')
ylabel('Voltage Output (V)')
legend({'160Kv','200Kv','240Kv'},'Location','southeast')

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Cyclist Output Power Different Speeds %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Input variables (Change to Rider Specs)
Cyclist = 200; % Rider Weight
Bike = 15; % Bike Weight
Grade = 0; % Steepness of the road
Grade2 = 3; % Steepness of the road
Grade3 = 6; % Steepness of the road
%Constants
g = 9.8 ; % Gravity Constant0.005
RollingResist = 0.005; % Rolling Resistance Of tires
AirDensity = 1.22; % Air Density in kg/m^3
Area = 0.5 ; % Cross Sectional Area Meters^2
DragCoeff = 0.6 ; % Coefficient of Drag
Speed = linspace(0,35,100); % Plotting speeds 0 - 35mph
% Equations for 0% Grade
Weight = (Cyclist + Bike) * 0.453592 ; % Computes Total Weight, Convert to KG
ForceGrav = g * sin(atan(Grade / 100)) * Weight ;
ForceResist = g * cos(atan(Grade / 100)) * Weight * RollingResist;
ForceDrag = 0.5 * DragCoeff * Area * AirDensity * ((Speed * 0.44704).^2);
TotalResistance = ForceGrav + ForceResist + ForceDrag ;
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powerOut = ((ForceGrav + ForceResist + ForceDrag) .* (Speed / 2.237)) / 0.90; % Accounts for 3% Drive Train Losses
powerOut1 = (((ForceGrav + ForceResist + ForceDrag) .* (Speed / 2.237)) / 0.90) + 35; % Accounts for 3% Drive Train Losses
% Equations for 5% Grade
ForceGrav2 = g * sin(atan(Grade2 / 100)) * Weight ;
ForceResist2 = g * cos(atan(Grade2 / 100)) * Weight * RollingResist;
ForceDrag2 = 0.5 * DragCoeff * Area * AirDensity * ((Speed * 0.44704).^2);
TotalResistance = ForceGrav2 + ForceResist2 + ForceDrag2 ;
powerOut2 = ((ForceGrav2 + ForceResist2 + ForceDrag2) .* (Speed / 2.237)) / 0.90;
powerOut22 = (((ForceGrav2 + ForceResist2 + ForceDrag2) .* (Speed / 2.237)) / 0.90) + 35;
figure(3)
plot(Speed, powerOut);
hold on
plot(Speed, powerOut2);
hold on
title('Cyclist Power Generated at Different Speeds')
ylabel('Power (Watts)')
xlabel('Speed (Mph)')
grid on
grid minor
legend({'200lb Cyclist, 0% Grade','200lb Cyclist, 5% Grade'},'Location','northwest','NumColumns',2)
figure(4)
plot(Speed, powerOut);
hold on
plot(Speed, powerOut1);
hold on
plot(Speed, powerOut2);
hold on
plot(Speed, powerOut22);
hold on
title('Power Required to Cycle at Different Speeds')
ylabel('Power(Watts)')
xlabel('Speed (Mph)')
grid on
grid minor
legend({'200lb Cyclist, 0% Grade', '200lb Cyclist, 0% Grade With 35W load', '200lb Cyclist, 5% Grade', '200lb Cyclist, 5% Grade With 35W
load'},'Location','northwest','NumColumns',2)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Plotting unloaded and loaded generator output voltage & Power %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Point data collected from physical generator testing with test stand and 4-Ohm Load
RPM = [0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6313]; % RPM
loaded = [0 0.5 0.8 1.7 2.65 3.6 4.64 5.5 6.6 7.55 8.5 9.52 10.38 10.83]; % Loaded voltage
unloaded = [0 0.64 1.65 2.60 3.60 4.55 5.65 6.6 7.6 8.68 9.75 10.65 11.80 12.26]; % Unloaded voltage
loadedC = [0 0.012 0.19 0.40 0.65 0.86 1.18 1.31 1.56 1.81 2.0 2.285 2.45 2.635]; % Current Under Load
loadedP = loaded .* loadedC; % Determine the output in watts under load
% Smooth out the plots with interpolation
iRPM = 0:0.01:6313;
iloaded = pchip(RPM,loaded,iRPM); % Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating Polynomial
iunloaded = pchip(RPM,unloaded,iRPM);
iloadedP = pchip(RPM,loadedP,iRPM);
% Plotting unloaded and loaded voltages
figure(5)
hold on;
plot(iRPM,iunloaded); % Unloaded plot
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plot(iRPM,iloaded); % Loaded plot
title('Generator Voltage Output Unloaded and Loaded with 4-Ohm Resistor')
xlabel('Generator RPM')
ylabel('Generator Voltage Output')
legend({'Unloaded', 'Loaded'},'Location','northeast')
grid
grid minor
% Calculating the voltage difference loaded and unloaded
Error = zeros(1,length(iRPM));
for i = 1 : length(iRPM)
Error(1,i) = iunloaded(i) - iloaded(i); % Calculating Difference
end
% Plotting the power output of generator through the 4 Ohm Resistor
figure(6)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(iRPM, iloadedP); % Unloaded plot
title('Generator Power Output Loaded With 4-Ohm Resistor')
xlabel('Generator RPM')
ylabel('Power (Watts)')
grid
grid minor
% Plotting the voltage differece
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(iRPM,Error); % Plotting voltage output difference
title('Voltage Drop Under Load')
xlabel('Generator RPM')
ylabel('Voltage (Volts)')
grid
grid minor

Figure 58: MATLAB Code for Simulation Plots (JA)
12.8: Final code for system integration
/*
* main.c
*
* This program runs all the stuff and I'm just putting this here so I can commit it and
confirm that it's a real thing.
*/
#include "mcc_generated_files/system.h"
#include "functions.h"
#include "stdio.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#define RTS _RF13 // Output, For potential hardware handshaking.
#define CTS _RF12 // Input, For potential hardware handshaking.
// DAWSON FUNCTIONS
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void ChargeRate(double supplyV) //algorithm to control the charge rate of the battery
controller based on voltage thresholds
{
if (supplyV > 1700) { //2.5Amp charging
_RD4 = 1; //1Amp charger1
_RD13 = 1; //1Amp charger2
_RD6 = 1; //0.5Amp charger
} else if (supplyV < 1700 && supplyV >= 1300) { //2Amp charging
_RD4 = 1; //1Amp charger1
_RD13 = 1; //1Amp charger2
_RD6 = 0; //0.5Amp charger
us_delay(100);
} else if (supplyV < 1300 && supplyV >= 1000) { //1.5Amp charging
_RD4 = 1; //1Amp charger1
_RD13 = 0; //1Amp charger2
_RD6 = 1; //0.5Amp charger
} else if (supplyV < 1000 && supplyV >= 900) { //1Amp charging
_RD6 = 0; //0.5Amp charger
_RD4 = 1; //1Amp charger1
_RD13 = 0; //1Amp charger2
} else {
_RD4 = 0; //1Amp charger1
_RD13 = 0; //1Amp charger2
_RD6 = 1; //0.5Amp charger
}
}
int PowerManagement(double SupplyV, double BatteryV) {
if (SupplyV <= 620 && BatteryV > 300) {//enable 5V boost regulator if supply
voltage get below 6.2V and Battery is above 3V
_RD12 = 1;
} else
_RD12 = 0;
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if (SupplyV < 600) {//if supply voltage gets below 6 volts turn off 5V buck
regulator
_RD5 = 1;
} else
_RD5 = 0;
if (BatteryV <= 340) {
return 1;
}
return 0;
}
// JOHN VARS
double Hz, RPM, Speed, Average, inVolt;
long int potRAW, pot, vout, iRPM, iSpeed;
int q, q2, q3, r3, r2, r, r3, i;
int h1, h2, h3, hr1, hr2, hr3;
char charq2, charr2, charr;
char charh3, charh2, charh1;
// DAWSON VARS
double VgenRAW, VbattRAW, VbattTOT;
int Vgen, Vbatt;
// Number of sectors used. Mission critical
const int arr_size = 20;
// LCD Refresh time (ms)
const int LCDRefresh = 1000;
// Warning value calculations
const double distanceError = 10; // 10 cm is the potential distance error from read in
error
const double requiredTimeDifference = 100; // Anything less than this and we won't be
able to trust what we're doing.
const double maxTTC = 2.0; // How big can a TTC be before we don't care about it
anymore.
const double maxSpeed = 4.0; // demo
const unsigned int minDD = 40; // demo
int main(void) {
// initialize the device
SYSTEM_Initialize();
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ms_delay(50);
initADC(0xf8c3); // set AN2-AN5 as analog input
ms_delay(50);
initU2(415); // PUTTY CURRENTLY EXTREMELY SLOW
// 12-415
I2Cinit(37); // 16Mhz clock configuration
ms_delay(50);
I2C_2_init(37);
ms_delay(400);
initializeI2CLCD();
ms_delay(400);
splitAndSendI2C2(0x06 , 8);
ms_delay(400);
T1CON = 0x8020;
char output1[50]; //Line 1
char output2[50]; //Line 2
char output3[50]; //Line 3
char output4[50]; //Line 4
// Long term statistics
double totalDistance = 0;
//double totalTime=0;
double topSpeed = 0;
// ROTATION INITIALIZATIONS
int minDuty = 340; // OC1RS settings
int maxDuty = 410; // OC1RS settings
int spinTime = 450; // In milliseconds
int dutyDiff = maxDuty - minDuty; // OC1RS settings
// LIDAR INITIALIZATIONS
//Declarations
// Bookkeeping data
int updated[arr_size];
int proximities[arr_size];
unsigned int lidarCount[arr_size][2]; //How many measurements were used for
each measurement set
// Momentary data
int currentSector;
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int previousSector;
int hallEffectRaw;
int currentDistance; // Centimeters
unsigned int lastTimer;
// Direct data
unsigned int lidarTime[arr_size][2]; //Stores time values in milliseconds at
which last reading in sector was taken
unsigned int lidarDistance[arr_size][2]; //Stores average calculated distances
from the sensor in each sector in current and previous checks
// For all, [0] is oldest data, and [1] is recent data.
// Derived Data
int distanceDifference[arr_size];
unsigned int timerDifference[arr_size];
double lidarSpeed[arr_size];
double lidarTTC[arr_size]; //Stores calculated Time to Collision values
// Volatile values that are reset after each sector
unsigned int volatileCount;
//unsigned long distanceSum;
unsigned long lowestDistance= 4000; // We set this to 4000 as a reset because
that's the maximum distance we consider legitimate
unsigned long farthestDistance = 1; // We set this to 1 as a reset because that's
the minimum distance we consider legitimate
double hallEffectVoltage;
// Lidar Bucketing utilities
double lowAngle = 1.0;
double highAngle = 1.9;
double angleDiff = highAngle - lowAngle;
int countLimiter = 0;
// Initialize Servo
OC1R = OC1RS = 375; //set a 1ms Ton
OC1CON = 0x000E;
T3CON = 0x8020; //initialize timer 3 with 1:64 prescaler
PR3 = 5000 - 1; //PWM period of 20ms
//PORTA Utility for monitoring
TRISA = 0;
// Utilities for LCD output
int output = 1;
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// Max battery = 4.2
// Min battery = 3.2
ms_delay(50);
// EE INITIALIZATIONS
TRISD = 0x00;
Speed = 0;
iSpeed = 0;
Average = 0;
Vbatt = 0;
// Sin/Cos lookup table
double angle[arr_size];
double sine[arr_size];
double cosine[arr_size];
for (volatileCount = 0; volatileCount < arr_size; volatileCount++) {
angle[volatileCount] = ((volatileCount + .5)*((angleDiff * 1.0) / (1.0 *
arr_size)) + lowAngle - (lowAngle + highAngle) / 2)*(3.1416 / 180.0); // Approximate
angle of a sector angle in radians
sine[volatileCount] = sin(angle[volatileCount]);
cosine[volatileCount] = cos(angle[volatileCount]);
proximities[volatileCount]=0;
lidarDistance[volatileCount][1]=0;
lidarDistance[volatileCount][0]=0;
}
volatileCount = 0;
// Warning Utilities;
int batteryWarning = 0;
//int proximityThreshold = (int)((distanceError/requiredTimeDifference) *
maxTTC * 1000.0); // Within this distance, we output a proximity warning. Outside it,
TTC
int proximityThreshold1 = 100;
int proximityThreshold2 = 200;
int proximityThreshold3 = 300;
const int maxWarningTime = 500;
int warningDuty=0;
int sideDuties[2];
sideDuties[0] = 0;
sideDuties[1] = 0;
// proximity flags, [0] -> left, [1] -> right
int prox[2];
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prox[0]=0;
prox[1]=0;
int settings = 0b11001111;
// Break utilities
double previousSpeed = 0;
//Loop utilities
int timer = 0;
int LIDARTicker = 0;
int LCDTicker = LCDRefresh + 1;
int batteryTicker = 0;
int tachTicker = 0;
int spinTicker = 0;
int spinSide = 1;
int warningTicker[3];
warningTicker[2]=maxWarningTime;
warningTicker[1]=maxWarningTime;
warningTicker[0]=maxWarningTime;
int secondsTicker = 0;
int seconds = 0;
int minutes = 0;
double minHall=5;
double maxHall=0;
while (1) {
while (TMR1 < 256); //Keeps us on a millisecond timer
timer += TMR1 >> 8;
secondsTicker += TMR1 >> 8;
TMR1 = TMR1 % 256;
++LIDARTicker;
if (LIDARTicker >= 2) {
LIDARTicker = 0;
previousSector = currentSector; //Should probably happen at *end* of
measurement, rather than start.
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currentDistance = getLidarDistance();
hallEffectRaw = readADC(3);
hallEffectVoltage = hallEffectRaw * 0.00322580645; // same as multiplying by
3.3/1023 to obtain voltage
if (hallEffectVoltage> maxHall){
maxHall=hallEffectVoltage;
}
if (hallEffectVoltage< minHall){
minHall = hallEffectVoltage;
}
currentSector = (int) ((hallEffectVoltage - lowAngle) / angleDiff * arr_size);
if (currentSector >= arr_size || currentSector < 0) {
currentSector = -1; // We handle issues with this fact when we go back
in to reasonable areas
}
if (currentSector != previousSector) {
// If we got enough readings in the area, consecutive readings, and the
area is valid:
if (previousSector != -1 && volatileCount > countLimiter &&
((lowestDistance*1.05)+10) > farthestDistance) {
updated[previousSector] = 1; // RESET THIS TO FALSE WHEN
SENDING UPDATES
// Slide all direct data values back.
lidarTime[previousSector][0] = lidarTime[previousSector][1];
lidarDistance[previousSector][0] = lidarDistance[previousSector][1];
lidarCount[previousSector][0] = lidarCount[previousSector][1];
// Update direct data
lidarTime[previousSector][1] = lastTimer;
//lidarDistance[previousSector][1] = distanceSum / volatileCount;
lidarDistance[previousSector][1] = lowestDistance; // UPDATED!
lidarCount[previousSector][1] = volatileCount;
// Derive new data
distanceDifference[previousSector] = lidarDistance[previousSector][0] lidarDistance[previousSector][1];
timerDifference[previousSector] = lidarTime[previousSector][1] 154
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lidarTime[previousSector][0];
lidarSpeed[previousSector] = (distanceDifference[previousSector]*10.0)
/ timerDifference[previousSector]; // meters/second
lidarTTC[previousSector] = (lidarDistance[previousSector][1] * 0.01) /
lidarSpeed[previousSector]; // Seconds
if(lidarDistance[previousSector][1]<proximityThreshold1){
// turn buzzer on
//_RD1 = 1;
warningDuty = maxWarningTime;
warningTicker[2]=0;
if (/*previousSector<=arr_size/2*/ hallEffectVoltage <= 1.3){
sideDuties[0]=maxWarningTime;
warningTicker[0]=0;
}
else if (/*previousSector>=arr_size/2*/ hallEffectVoltage >= 1.4){
sideDuties[1]=maxWarningTime;
warningTicker[1]=0;
}
}
else if(lidarDistance[previousSector][1]<proximityThreshold2){
// turn buzzer on
//_RD1 = 1;
if (warningDuty<200){
warningDuty = 200;
warningTicker[2]=0;
}
if (/*previousSector<=arr_size/2*/ hallEffectVoltage <= 1.3 &&
sideDuties[0]<200){
sideDuties[0]=200;
warningTicker[0]=0;
}
else if (/*previousSector>=arr_size/2*/hallEffectVoltage >= 1.4 &&
sideDuties[1]<200){
sideDuties[1]=200;
warningTicker[1]=0;
}
}
else if(lidarDistance[previousSector][1]<proximityThreshold3){
us_delay(1);
// turn buzzer on
//_RD1 = 1;
if (warningDuty<100){
warningDuty = 100;
warningTicker[2]=0;
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}
if (/*previousSector<=arr_size/2*/ hallEffectVoltage <= 1.3 &&
sideDuties[0]<100){
sideDuties[0]=100;
warningTicker[0]=0;
}
else if (/*previousSector>=arr_size/2*/ hallEffectVoltage >= 1.4 &&
sideDuties[1]<100){
sideDuties[1]=100;
warningTicker[1]=0;
}
}
}
// When we detect we've switched we make sure to reset our values.
This occurs regardless of whether we're
volatileCount = 0;
//distanceSum = 0;
lowestDistance = 4000;
farthestDistance = 1;
}
if (currentDistance > 0 && currentDistance <= 4000) {
++volatileCount;
//distanceSum += currentDistance;
if (currentDistance < lowestDistance){
lowestDistance = currentDistance;
}
if(currentDistance > farthestDistance){
farthestDistance = currentDistance;
}
lastTimer = timer;
}
}

++spinTicker;
if (spinSide == 1 && spinTicker % 40 == 0) {
int input = (int) ((minDuty * 1.0) + (dutyDiff * 1.2)*(spinTicker * 1.0) /
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(spinTime * 1.0));
if (input > maxDuty) {
OC1RS = maxDuty;
} else {
OC1RS = input;
}
} else if (spinTicker % 40 == 0) {
int input = (int) ((maxDuty * 1.0) - (dutyDiff * 1.2)*(spinTicker * 1.0) /
(spinTime * 1.0));
if (input < minDuty) {
OC1RS = minDuty;
} else {
OC1RS = input;
}
}
if (spinTicker >= spinTime) {
spinSide = -1 * spinSide;
spinTicker = 0;
int i;
for (i = 0; i < arr_size; i++) {
if (proximities[i]){
if (i<=(arr_size/2)){
prox[0] = 1;
}
if (i>=arr_size/2){
prox[1] = 1;
}
proximities[i] = 0;
}
}
}

++LCDTicker;
if (LCDTicker > 5 && LCDTicker % 2 == 1) {
if (output == 1) {
if (output1[i] == 0) {
output = 2;
i = 0;
splitAndSendI2C2(0xC0, 8);
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//command to go to line 2
} else {
putLCD(output1[i]);
i++;
}
} else if (output == 2) {
if (output2[i] == 0) {
output = 3;
i = 0;
splitAndSendI2C2(0x94, 8);
//command to go to line 3
} else {
putLCD(output2[i]);
i++;
}
} else if (output == 3) {
if (output3[i] == 0) {
output = 4;
i = 0;
splitAndSendI2C2(0xD4, 8);
//command to go to line 4
} else {
putLCD(output3[i]);
i++;
}
} else if (output == 4) {
if (output4[i] == 0) {
output = 5;
i = 0;
} else {
putLCD(output4[i]);
i++;
}
}
//LCDPutNext(); // Specifically waits on a reset so screen clear can go through
// Additionally, this should just... do nothing if it's already placed everything
}
if (LCDTicker > LCDRefresh) {
clrLCD();
LCDTicker = LIDARTicker; // Double check that this stays out of sync with
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LIDAR
double bPercent = (Vbatt * 1.4492) - 500.0;
if (bPercent < 1) {
bPercent = 0;
} else if (bPercent > 100) {
bPercent = 100;
}
if (batteryWarning == 1) {
sprintf(output1, "BATTERY LOW ! ! !");
}
else {
sprintf(output1, "Battery: %3.0f%c", bPercent, 37);
}
//speed settings
if ((settings & 0b00001000) == 0b00001000){
switch(settings & 0b00110000){
// Metric, per second (m/s)
case(0b00100000):
sprintf(output2, "Speed: %.1f km/hr", Speed*3.6);
break;
// Metric, per hour (km/hr)
case(0b00110000):
sprintf(output2, "Speed: %.1f m/s", Speed);
break;
// Imperial, per second (ft/sec)
case(0b00000000):
sprintf(output2, "Speed: %.1f mph", Speed * 2.236936);
break;
// Imperial, per hour (mph))
case(0b00010000):
sprintf(output2, "Speed: %.1f ft/sec", Speed*3.28084);
break;
default:
sprintf(output2, "Speed: ERROR");
break;
}
}
else{
sprintf(output2, " ");
}
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if ((settings & 0b00000010)==0b00000010){
sprintf(output3, "Time: %2d:%2d", minutes, seconds);
}
else{
sprintf(output3, " ");
}
// distance settings
if ((settings & 0b00000100) == 0b00000100){
switch (settings & 0b00100000){
// Metric
case (0b00100000):
sprintf(output4, "Distance: %3.1f km", totalDistance);
break;
case (0b00000000):
sprintf(output4, "Distance: %3.1f miles", totalDistance*0.6213712);
break;
}
}
else{
sprintf(output4, " ");
}
output = 1;
i = 0;
}

++batteryTicker;
if (batteryTicker >= 5) {
batteryTicker = 0;
VgenRAW = readADC(4);
VbattTOT = 0;
int c;
for(c = 0; c < 10; c++){ // loop to average the numbers every 15 loops, then call
necessary functions.
VbattRAW = (double) (readADC(5));
VbattTOT += VbattRAW;
}
VbattRAW = VbattTOT / 10.0;
Vgen = (int) (4200 * VgenRAW / 960); //conversion calculations to convert the
raw value into voltages
Vbatt = (((420 * VbattRAW)/ 1009)); //enable or disable charger
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ChargeRate(Vgen); //modify charge rate based on supply voltage
batteryWarning = PowerManagement(Vgen, Vbatt); //modify power plan based
on battery and generator voltage
}
++tachTicker; // I don't know how fast this needs to trip, so I'm going to assume
every other time for now
{
//Reset to readADC(2); when done testing
potRAW = readADC(2);
Average += potRAW;
}
if (tachTicker >= 20) {
tachTicker = 0;
inVolt = Average / 20;
Average = 0;
vout = (inVolt * 330) / 1023; // Equation to convert potRAW to the
representative voltage
RPM = (vout * 28.5); // Converting Hz to RPM
Speed = ((RPM * .00647)*0.44704) - 1.3; // Speed in M/S
if (Speed < 0){
Speed = 0;
}
if (Speed > topSpeed) {
topSpeed = (Speed);
}
}
// Timekeeping
if (secondsTicker > 1000) {
seconds += secondsTicker / 1000;
totalDistance += ((secondsTicker / 1000) * Speed) / 1000.0; // Increments speed
by Seconds Passed * KMeters/second
secondsTicker %= 1000;
if (seconds > 59) {
minutes += seconds / 60;
seconds = seconds % 60;
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}
if (seconds%2 == 0){
if (previousSpeed<(Speed*.95)){
//_RA10 = 1;
}
else{
//_RA10 = 0;
}
previousSpeed=Speed;
}
// TIME+SPEED BASED DATA DUMP. IF YOU'RE MOVING SLOWLY,
SEND UPDATES OF ALL NOTABLE STATS
if (seconds%10 == 0 && Speed<2){
int timeVal = (int)(minutes);
// 12 bits of int. We go down to the minute
if (timeVal >(16*16*16)-1){
timeVal = (16*16*16)-1;
}
else if (timeVal < 0){ // Should never happen.
timeVal = 0;
}
putU2(0x40 | timeVal >> 8);
ms_delay(2);
putU2(timeVal % 256); // Probably an unnecessary operation, but here it
stays for now.
ms_delay(100);
// Distance
int distVal = (int)(totalDistance*16.0);
// 8 bits of int. 4 bits of radix
if (distVal >(16*16*16)-1){ //(char +2 bits)
distVal = (16*16*16)-1;
}
else if (distVal < 0){
distVal = 0;
}
putU2(0x30 | distVal >> 8); // sends a 'put this value in the thing'
message
ms_delay(2);
putU2(distVal % 256);
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ms_delay(100);
//Sends KM total
// Speed
int speedVal = (int)(topSpeed);
// 12 bits of int.
if (speedVal >(16*16*16)-1){ //(char +2 bits)
speedVal = (16*16*16)-1;
}
else if (speedVal < 0){
speedVal = 0;
}
putU2(0x20 | speedVal >> 8); // sends a 'put this value in the thing'
message
ms_delay(2);
putU2(speedVal % 256);
ms_delay(100);
}
}

RTS = 0; // telling the other side !RTS
if (U2STAbits . URXDA) { // if we have a transmission
RTS = 1; // telling the other side RTS
int dummyStore = U2RXREG;
// if we receive a value that says 'perform data dump'
if ((dummyStore & 0b11000000) == 0b10000000) {
// Time
//
int timeVal = (int)(minutes);
// 12 bits of int. We go down to the minute
if (timeVal >(16*16*16)-1){
timeVal = (16*16*16)-1;
}
else if (timeVal < 0){ // Should never happen.
timeVal = 0;
}
putU2(0x40 | timeVal >> 8);
ms_delay(2);
putU2(timeVal % 256); // Probably an unnecessary operation, but here it
stays for now.
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ms_delay(100);
// Distance
int distVal = (int)(totalDistance*16.0);
// 8 bits of int. 4 bits of radix
if (distVal >(16*16*16)-1){ //(char +2 bits)
distVal = (16*16*16)-1;
}
else if (distVal < 0){
distVal = 0;
}
putU2(0x30 | distVal >> 8); // sends a 'put this value in the thing'
message
ms_delay(2);
putU2(distVal % 256);
ms_delay(100);
//Sends KM total
// Speed
int speedVal = (int)(topSpeed);
// 12 bits of int.
if (speedVal >(16*16*16)-1){ //(char +2 bits)
speedVal = (16*16*16)-1;
}
else if (speedVal < 0){
speedVal = 0;
}
putU2(0x20 | speedVal >> 8); // sends a 'put this value in the thing'
message
ms_delay(2);
putU2(speedVal % 256);
ms_delay(100);
// Lock in
//if (dummyStore)
putU2(0x10); // sends a 'put this value in the thing' message
ms_delay(2);
putU2(0x00);
ms_delay(100);
dummyStore = 0;
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} else if ((dummyStore & 0b11000000) == 0b11000000) {
settings=dummyStore;
PORTA=settings;
putU2(0x00); // send an 'ack' for settings
ms_delay(2);
putU2(0x00);
ms_delay(100);
}
while (U2STAbits . URXDA) {
dummyStore = U2RXREG; // Eat all other bytes coming in
}
}
warningTicker[2]++;
if(warningTicker[2] < warningDuty){
// turn buzzer on
_RD1 = 1;
us_delay(1);
}
else{
//turn buzzer off
_RD1 = 0;
us_delay(1);
}
if (warningTicker[2]>= maxWarningTime){
warningTicker[2]=0;
warningDuty = 0;
}
warningTicker[0]++;
if (warningTicker[0] < sideDuties[0]){
// RD2
_RD2 = 1;
us_delay(1);
}
else{
// RD2
_RD2 = 0;
us_delay(1);
}
if (warningTicker[0]>=maxWarningTime){
warningTicker[0]=0;
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sideDuties[0]=0;
}
warningTicker[1]++;
if (warningTicker[1] < sideDuties[1]){
// RD3
_RD3 = 1;
us_delay(1);
}
else{
// RD3
_RD3 = 0;
us_delay(1);
}
if (warningTicker[1]>=maxWarningTime){
warningTicker[1]=0;
sideDuties[1]=0;
}
}
return 1;
}
/**
End of File
*/
Figure 59: MPlab Code for Finished Project. (JB, NL)
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